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FOREWORD

The National Institute for Occupationai Safety and Health (NIOSH) is
responsible for helping to assure every worker in the 'Nation safe and
healthful working conditions.\ To' accomplish this end, the Institute
engages m research on occupational safety and health problems and pro-.
vides technical services to occupational health specialists.

Occupational health nursing is the largest source of health care services
in industrial settings; bUt presently there are few schools of nursing which
teach occupational health contepts as aspecialty in nursing. Thus, we are
pleased to offer in this publication, ''The New Nurse. in. Industry."

\,.guidelines which provide knowledge necessary to assure a healthy work

This Guide can be used not only by the nurse.working,inAhe unique in-
dustrial settitig, but also by employers in recruiting and ,selecting nurses

\ and in planning program's for .quality nursing services. Thus, we hope that
Ithe guidelines will be useful in a coordinated effort to maintain worker
health and safety.

, /
J. Donald Millar, M.D.
Assistani Surgeon General
Actingibirector, National Institute

for Occupational Safety and Health



PREFACE
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (PL 91-596)-has had

a major influence on requirements for occupational safety and health ser-
vices and consequently on the largest source of these services, occupa-
tional health nursing. The Act furthermore emphasized the importance of
providing skilled "oc'c'upational safety and health personnel to assure im-
plementation' of.sits provisions.

Manyurses'enter the field of occupational health nursing whh littieor
no academic preparation in or knowledge of, the services that nurses can
provide toemployees. The need for Written guidelines to describe what a
nurse can actually do to protect and promote the health and safety of
workers has long been recognized: Many specific guidelines have been
published by nursing and medical associations,-by insurance companies
with interest in occupational health, and by individual authors.

These guidelines attempt to bring together the basic and fundamental
principles,Auties, and respOnsibilities for nurses who may have no ex-
perience in occupational health. Included are outlines of the historical
growth and development of occupational health and the industrialization
of the American labor force. Also included are highlights of the health
and safety legislation which affect the working population. This content,is

° offered to enrich the nurses' understanding of the dynamics of the'in-
dustrial environment.

-Plant managers and employers in industry may find these guidelines
useful %hen recruiting and hiring nurses, or when developing occupa
tional health programs which require the services of a registered profes
sional nurse. ,

The guidelines do not attempt to cover all general nursing practice, for
it can be assumed That the new nurse will bring to 'the employer basic-
nursing knowledge, skills, and attributes acquired iri"nursing education
programs. It would also be impossible-to describe a total comprehensive
nursing program in occupational health because of the diversity and com-
plexities of American industry.

The content is based upon the author's many year's of experience as an
occupational health-nurse and as a rederal- consultant interacting with
occupational health 'nurses; upon standards for -quality occupational
health nursing as recommended by professional nursing organizations;
and u cerpts from available literature related to this specific con-
cept of nursin .

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 will be referred to as
"the Act" throughout this Guide. All other acts will be referrecrio by
their full title. OSHA means the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-

..

istration.



ABSTRACT

"The New Nurse in'Industry
,

" presents basic and fundamental nursing
principles, funetions, and responsibilities in thepractice of occupational
health. It acquaints the nurse with traditional concepts of occupational
health 'nursing and identifies resources to assist the nursein planning, im-
pleinenting, and evaluating occtipational health progranis.,Emphasis is
placed upon, the need for continuing education and -further preparations
to expand the level of nursing functions.

4
Chapter I introduces the new nurse to occupational health. Chapter II

discusses levels of nursing experiences for employment, qualifications,
,and 'education. The health unit desigrt and facility are described. Program
activities and services are expanded upon specifically in the areas of
medical monitoring and physical examination, absenteeism and disaster
control, hearing and vision, health* and safety education, rehabilitation,
and_use of community health resources. Relationships_of the occupational
health team (nurse, physiciariTiiidustrial hygienist, and safety specialist)
are considered throughout .the program activities, The expanded role of
the nurse is included to stimulate the new nurse toward skill, efficiency
and a more independent nursing practice..

Chapter III describes the work setting of the business establishment,
and Chapter IV is devoted to current health and safety legislation which ,/
influences the health and safety'of the American labor force.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nurses enter the specialty of occupatiomtl health nursing for many
reasons. some are seeking convenient employtnent. The industry may be
close to home, or offer daytime employinent without weekend work. .

Some nurses assume that occupational health nursing is "easier than hbs-
pital work" that the pay is better With industrial cevorations provid-
ing good fringe benefits. Others arc genuinely curious.about nursing in an
industrial plant or are influenced by someiffeexperierrx.iemembering a
persow:. episode tali-. encouraged them to,seek employMent in occupa
tun (I htNilth.iFor r.).'hatever reasons you accepted a nursing position in in.-
dustry,:there is exciting and challenging work ahead for you.

- The easy wlirk, is a myth. YoU are about to enter a:business, world of
science and technology where high, production rates and profit are the
employers' maitypUrposes for being tin, business'. In industry, the major
goals' and high.priOrities of marketing a product or proitiding a ,service
are,,Verydiff_erent from the gdaisanel traditional purposes of a hospital or
any other health. care institution:

It is not unusual for. a nurse to enter into complex industrial work set-
ting with little jcnowledge of the organization of industrial sy ems and

,little or no preparation in occupational (induvrial) Italth nursing.
Sporadically, a few schools of nursingtmay.-,,have,Aroyideii. liniited field
experience for students to observe industrialheal04ctivities amid to par-
ticipate in a planned-orittation in occupational health nursing. This-ex-ri
pekjence is usually integrated into the curriculum related to community
health nursing. However, because coinmunity health. nursing is generally
taught in baccalaureate programs for nurses, the diploma nurse has been
afforded little knowledgeabout the of occupational health nurs-
ing. Unles;*--stardents have received an orientation in occupational health
nursing,thei'i basic nursing educatiOn is inadequate encourage them to
seek more information about occUpational health and safety.

.

Occupational hialth nursing is considered .a 'specialty because of the
specific knowtedgeacquired, and skills performed, such as knowledge of
potentially harmful exposures from the industrial process that affect the
health and_safety of employees. This content is not,taught in general nurs-
ing programs. As a specialty, according to the philosophy of nursing,
educatidn, this content in occupational health nut sing shOuld be iffered
in graduate schools of nursing.

Specifically -designated educational resource centers are cut-really-



receiving, and will receive in the future, Federal grants to offer education
and training in occupatkmal health nursing as an integral core discipline
in the field of occupational health along with occupational medicine, in-
dustrial hygiene, and safety engineering. These grants will provide train-
ing in undergiduate, graduate and doctoral programs. Short-term
training is also available undeethe, grants. In addition, the resource cen-

/,iers can ptien. "cititreach programs" to se-fvv--sturounding communities
with educa 'one! and training needs in occupationarkafety and health.

Even if ydu have no formal preparation in occupational health nursing,
;you bring with you the basic knowledge, skills, and attrib6tes routinely

accfuired in all three programs of nursing education: diploma, associate
degree, and baccalaureate degree.

This Guide attempts to acquaint you with the traditional concepts of
occupational health nursing. It Will 'help you to tniderstand \ standards
necessary for. occupational health practice and the-new functions, respon-
sibilities, and legal authorities which will influence the nursingcare that
you will administer. The Guide_ also presents information about the
growth and' development of occupational, health and safety, and Federal
legislation that has; influenced its course. Finally,the industrial organiza-'
tion, %%Intl:systems and goals designed for profigis differentiated frOm the

, nurses normal working environment in a health care. institution.

It would bcimpossible for this docunientto present, in g.reat detail, the
depth of Onowledge,:needed for theAomplete tinderstanding of a com-
prehensive Occupational 'health Therefore, sources for addi-
tionalInform:ition and cons'ultation appear. in the Appendixes. Self
is strongly recommended to acquire knowledge about basic concepts and
fundamentals of occupational health. Additionally, 'attendance at work

=shops, seminars, continuing edUcation courses, and courses forc011ege
o . credit will benefit yon, your employer, and the workers you serve.`



CHAPTER II ,

i

THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALT;I
NURSING SERVICE

DEFINITIONS 'OF OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH NURSING

Occupational health nursing has been defined by several profcssidna
nursing groups and by other interest groups over a period of years. The
AAOHN, formerly called the AmericariAssociation of Industrial Nurses
(AAIN), defines occupational health nursing as "theiaPplication of nurs-
ing principles in conserving the Health of workers in all occupations. It in-
volves prevention, recognition, and treatment of illness and injury and
requires special skills and knowledge in the fields of health education and
counseling, environmental health, rehabilitation, and human relations."
The ABOHN, the independent nursing specialty board authorized to cer-
tify properly qualified occupational' health nurses, accepted theAAOHN
definition in 1972.

. \
The ANA definesoccupational health nursing as "that specialty which

applies professional nursing principles in developing and Carrying out ,a
nursing service tailored to the changing environment of the specific com-
pany as well as the needs of its employees.: ..

The U.S. Department of_Labor (DOL) is more specific. It describes a
registered industrialnurse as one who gives nursing service under
general medical direction to ill or injured employees cir other persons
who become ill or suffer an accident on the premise of a factory or other
establishment. DUti 4 involved a combination of the following: giving __--
first-aid to the ill or injured, attending- to -subsequentdressings of
employees' injuries,-keeping records ,of patients treated; preparing &eel-,
dent-reports for compensation or other purposes; assisting in physical ex
aminations and health- evaluation; of applicants and employees; and
planning and carrying out. rograms involving health education, accident
prevention, evaluation of plant environment, or other activities affecting
the health, welfare, and safety of all personnel. "''' "i*

QUALIFICATIONS

Qualifications fOr occupational health nursing should be described in

*United States Department 'Of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Bulletin No. 1950.41.
U.S. Department of Laboi-; Washington, D.C.



relation to the expected functions and responsibilities of the nurse. There
are many levels pf employment for purses in an industrial setting. Some
functional descriptions are:

a staff nurse Wilf) functions under nursing supervision,

a chargé nurse who works aloge, and has responsibility for the nurs-
ing sery fee,

a superviSo who develops, administers, and implements the nursing
service.

an/administrator of a nursing service with satellite supervisors and a
iri.trsing staff, '

a nurse consultant who works in a corporate structure; in an in-
surance industry; in local, state, or Federal governinental agericies;
or is self-employed to advise, recommend, and provide coniulta-,
tion,

a nurse educator whose principal function is the training and i-L.iuca-
tion of occupational health nurses;

a part-time nurse from-an industrial clinic or a community health
nursing service who provides routine or special nursing services to a

aa-relief:nurse-who temporarily replaces a full-tirtli nurse, and

company employed visiting-nurse who provides some care, or
follow-up, for an employee at his home.

Specifically legal qualifica 'ons require that occupational health
nurses have 'a current license to pr tice as a registered professional nurse
(RN) 4in the stte of employment. Generally, based on credentials of
education, experience, and demonstrated ability, the nurse must bse
qualifigd to organize, coordinate, and evaluate the work of the nursing
service. The nurse must have the ability to state nursing goa0 and objec-
tives for the service; provide safe, efficient, and therapeutically effective
nursing care; and maintain standards uality occupational health
care.

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
tr

mertio'ned previously, educational opportunities to' prepare -oc-,
-cupational health nurses have been very liOted; hopefully, this will
change iritle near future. Until then, some employers. may be able to
recruit nurses with previous,experience in occupatiorial health nursing.
Usually, when nurses enter this field, they remain in the same positions
for an average of about i5 years, or seek other employment within the oc-

.



i cupationai health,settittg. But with the passing of the OccupatiOnal Safety
and Health Act of '1970, there are more nurses without occupational

. health experience who are bring recruited to work in an industrial setting.
/

EtnploYers must look 'carefully at the educational background 1and the
work experience of a nurse applicant. Presently, ninety percent orthe oc-
cupational health nurses are diploma (hospital-acquired) nurses. Forty-
six percent of the nurses now -employed are age 50 and over. There has
been, however, a slight trend to employing younger nurses n occupa-

I . tionai health. ' ,

I
. i

Federal grants for education that are available to nurieS under the
NIOSH Educational Resou'rce Center Grant Program willfincrease the
nurnber of university- prepared nurses., Employing a profeSsional nurse
who is a graduate of a baccalaureate pipgram should be tie trend in the
future and is recommended now Occupational health nurses ardrequired
to function independently in, most industrial settings; theiknowledge They
require relating to professional judgments, .decision Making, problem
-solving, counseling, and evaluation is-More readily, acOilired within the t

baccalaureate nursing progr-ams. In the future, as educational trendsindi-
[ cate, all professional nurses will be prepared' in baccalaureate programs

ithin a niversity setting. , 7 i _
4

i"-..
I ause a comprehensive occupational health Prograrn covers all

I 'he& h problems of the worker in relation to his work and work environ-
ment, at least two years of generalized nursing exptiirience is minimal for
practice in this setting. Short-term continuing edq'cation in subjects_re-
lated to worker health and safety should be planned to enrich the nuieses's .

eiperience, improve existing skills, acrd provide technical knoWledge, in

-

occupational health.

Experience in emergency room-missing, publi4 health and community
health nursing, out-patient services, 'and 'adult !health ambulatory ser-
vices, such as multi- phasic screening prOgrams,fis necessary and useful.
Experience as a nurse practitioner or as a clinical nurse specialist in rela-
tion,tothe occupational health setting will be discussed at the end of this
chapter:,

f
I

EMPLOYMENT POLICIES: FOR NURSES
, .

The Initial Interview

During your first encounter with an offieial representative of the
organization (the personnel manager, doctodor nurse supervisor), there.
are many areas to be discussediexplored, andlclarified. You should com-
plete the company's general application.form prior to the interView.,It is

oimportant to describe your past nursi ertence in detail. All inforina-



Lion should be available from you when requested, and you may wish to
attach your own curriculum vitae to the application

Job Description

The job description for the nursing position, as written by the company,
is perhaps the most importan4document you will rely upon in your new
career. Fanctions, dutiei, and responsibilities should be clearly stated.
Demands of the job, both Physical. and emotional, should be expressed.
Qualifications and educational requirements should be specific. It is es
sential to 'snow, specifically to whom you report, who your immediate
supervisor will be, and equally important, how and froth whom you will
receive medical and administrative direction. (The' need for medical
direction is a legal requirement as mandated by the State Nurse Practice
Act.)

.. You must .,Mutually agree with your employer upor specific policies
that affect your occupation as a registered professional nurse. Two very
important and necessary policies 'are the need for medical directives and
consultation' and the need for .profesiional liability insurance. Your
employer may provide some protection for you and the plant physician
but in the perfor, ance of your duties as an occupational. health nurse,

/

you yourself may b heldresponsible for' some alleged malpractice (er- ,
ror, mistake, or other negligence) in rendering professional nursing care.
It is critical that you evaluate how best to protect yourself against a.possi
ble lawsuit and whether you need to carry your own professional liability
policy in addition' tany that may be proxidId by your employer. '

Additional Training and Continuing Education

If the job description requires you to perform prbcedures'br an activity
for which you need additional training, you must resolve this problem
before accepting the responsibility.,For example, if the employer expects
you to perform audiograms on employees and you have never been're-'
quired to test hearing or usean audiometer; you must ask to be trained to
perform this test. Audiometric technicians must be ceiliged in order to

C a,
perform a ;valid, acceptable audiogram. Hearing conservation programs
are further discussed in this chapter. Other tests or procedures, such as
performing lung function tests, collecting venous blood, or performing
tOnometry, require special. training which must- be A-afforded to you as
necessary. ,.

The employer must also allow for your continuing education, atten-
dance at professional meetings, and availability of educational resources
including professional journal subscriptiOns and current, related text
books. If you reside in a state which requires, has pending require-
ments for mandatory relicensure, the employer must take this into ac-
count.



A certification process for qualified occupational health nurses
(ABOHN) appears in the Appendix. To beeome certified, you must Show
evidence of continuing education units.

Personnel Policies

You should know about the starting shlaiy, raises and advancement, ,,
shift differential, over-time pay, number of holidays, length of vacation,
and special alldwances, such as auniforiii allowance, before accepting a
position. Sick leave, leave of absence (e.g.:for return to school), group
health insurance, life insitrance,retireriten plans, and other personnel
benefits are usually established policies for all -mployees.

During your initial interview, yoit
,

should visit the medical department
\or the health unit where you will be w rking. You may be somewhat dis

F .m
-

mayed at the "ited space or equip Frit present in the health unit, or
overjoyed to find a well-planned healt facility having modern design
and equipment. You will find that space for health services in industry is
costly and occasionally receives low priority. 6

.

1Orientation

Before the interview is closed, you should understand the employer's
personnel policies and practices. It is also wise/to be assured, ofan ade-

fgl'quate orien 'on and on-the job training. Also,,it is important for you to
become. famil

i
arwith the total plant facility. If f you are to work _alone, or ,

on a shift,it is imperative that you receive a planned orientation. Orienta
tion should include tours of the plani,,d,;partments; conducted by the
safety personnel. This will be your first introduction to the -recognition,
prevention, and control of health and safety hazards in the industrial en:-
vironment. frequent talks, discussions, and conferences with foreMen;
supervisors, and depnrtment offiCialS'help you learn about thee Plant, the
products produced, the materials used in operations, and the role of ocn
cepatiOnal health and safety in the industry.

/
thPreplacement PhySical Examination for the Nurse

,

Now you are ready frir a preplacemeni physical examination Because..,
you are a nurse and may be exposed to afpotentially harmful substance or
unsafe conditions,-you should berequired to have a preplacement Physi- '.
cal examination provided 'at a local clihic, hbspital, or doctor's office. If
the industry itself:pe3forms complete physical examinations, your, own
examination can be your first introduction to the 13reventive OccuPational
health services. Physical examination programs are further discussed in

.th.. ntlide.

If you are hired to develop an occupational physical assessment pro-



gram, related references are found in the Suggested-Readings sections of
a

this Guide.

Nursing Practice

The quality nursing care provided in the industrial setting must be
comparable to that,practiced in any community health care system. In the
plant; the'hurseeis accountable for nursing care according'io each state's
existing State Nurse Practice Act, and the nurse \nust receive medical
direction from a, physician designated by the plant manager or plant offi-
cial. Basic nursing principles and procedures to care for injuries and ill
nesses 'will be used. The nursing process based on nursing assessment,
nursing diaposis, nursing intervention, and nursing eval n enhances

. the effectiveness of nursing\we.

. The nurse has many' opportunities to independently implement stan-
dards of nursing practice. These' standards state tliat the collection of
health and safety data on the status of workers is systernatic and con-
tinuous; the data are accessible, communicated, and recorded; the nurs-
ing diagnosis is derived from the health status data; and -a,plan is avail-
able for 14.ntirsing service to assist in achieving patient goals to protect
the health and safety of workers and to prevent disability. The Occupa-

4ional health nurse, through health maintenance and he'alth promotion,
continues-to assist the employee to achieve optiMum health throughout ..
his work life.'

Nursing Funeticins

Acceptable nursing functions in occupational health have been recom-
mended by the AAOHN, the ANA, and those insurance companies who
develop guidelihes for occupational health nursing programs. Statements
of functions are available at minimum Cost from the associations. (See
Appendix for Adresses.)

o

Many nursing functions in occupational health can be performed inde-
pendently of medical direction. Others, according to each existing State
Nurse Practice Act, must be performed dependently under legal, Written
orders as prescribed by the attending physician in charge. ,

Lesnik and Anderson's "Nursing Practice and the Law" has interpreted
seven nursing functions, both independent and dependent, in a
straightforward approach.

The nursing functions are summarized lielow.
Independent functions:

1. The s\upervision of a patient involving the whole management of
care, e,:uiring the applicaticin of principles based upon the
biologi_-, the physical, and the social sciences.



2 The observation of symptoms and reactions, including
symptomatology of physical and mental conditions and needs, re-
quiring evaluation or applications of principles based upon, the
liiologic, the physical, and, the social sciences.

1 The accurate recording and reporting of facts, including evalua-
tion of the whole care of the patient.

4. The supervision of others, except physicians, contributing to the,
care of the patient.

5. The, application and the execution of nursing procedurestand tech-
niques. .

6. The direction and Ihe,education for securing phyiical and mental
scare.

7. The application and the execution of legal order's of physicians
concerning treatments aul medications with an understanding of
cause and effect thereoff. /

,

/
//

With these considerations of nursing. practice 'in rnind, some specific
functions for the occupational health.nurse are desCribed beloiv:

1. Collaboiate with inanagement ,to plan and administer a nursing
service which give's the best possible nursing care to employees.

2. Provide nrimary nursing care for occuPational:and,non-oecupa-,.
tional injuries and illnesses, based upon nursing assessment, nurs-
ingoliagnosis, and medical direatives(

3.'Supervise the transportation of ill'or injured employees to a hospi-
tal; clinic, or physicians' office for'appropriate care.

4. Make health referrals al coordinate plans for continued care and
follow-up measures with mmunity health services,.

5. Develop and maintain a system of health and safety records and
reports that conform to reporting Procedures within the company.

6. Develop and update a nursing policy:and-procedure manual for
the nursiiig service.'

7. Assist with physical examination prograing, obtain 'health and
work imform'ation, perform screening measures, collect logieal
samples, interpret the.findings, and make appropriate ref. is. and
recommendations aboufpositive results.

8. Counsel distressed ernplbyees aAd intervene to assist in resolving
personarand emotional problems. y

i.



. Teach employees about good health and safety practices and moti;
vate individuals to improve health practices.

10. Identify health needs of workers, develop objectives, and imple-
ment programs in health promotion, maintenance, and restoration.

14. Collaborate with the occupational health team to explore ways of
promoting environmental sur/&1Iance and to provide continuous
medical monitoring fdr workers exposed to potentially harmful
substances.

12. Be aware of current standardsfof health and safety legislation, and
legal statutes pertinent to the practice of nursing and medicine in
occupational health.

13. Periodically evaluate the nursing service planned' programs and
activities for appropriateness, adequacy, effectiveness, and 'effi-
ciency.

14: Participate in professional nursing organization and community
health activities.

.15; Assume self- responsibility for professional growth and, develop=
ment.

' Books:

SUGGESTED READINGS

Brovyn, M. L. Occupational Health Nursing. 1956. Springer 'Publishing'
Company, Inc., New York.

Copplestone, J. F. Preventive Aspects of Occupational Health Nursing.
1967. Edward Arnold, London.

Lesnik, M. J:, B. E. Anderson. Nursing Practice and the Law, 2nd Edi-
tion.,1962. J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia. .

-M'cGrath, B. J. Nursing in Commerce and Industry. 1946. The Common
Fund, New York.

Other References:'

American Association of !Austria! Nurses. Principles of the Nurse
Physician Relationships in Industry. September, 1962. American Associ-

.ation of Industrial Nurses Journal, 10(9):22.

American Association of Industrial Nurses. RecOmmended Job Respon-

Asspeiation addeesse§ are...listed in the Appendix.



.sibilities, Charge Nurse. October, 1960. American Association of In-
dustrial Nurses Journal, 8(10):13.

American Association of Industrial Nurses; Recommended Job Res"pon-
sibilities, Staff Nurse. November, 1960. American Association of In-
dustrial Nurses)cournal, 8(11):19: -

Ainerican Association of Occupational Health N rses. Guide for On-thez
Job Orientation of the Occupational Health Nurse. American Associatihn
of Occupational Health Nurses, New York.

American Nurses' Association. Functions and Qualifications for an Oc-
cupational Health Nurse in a One-Nurse Service.' 1968. American
Nurses' Associatioh, Kansas.City.,

American Nurses' Association. Standards for Nursing Practice. 1973.
American Nurses' Association, Kansas City.

State Nurse Practice Act. (Available from your. State Board of Nurse Ex-
aminers.)

THE HEALTH U14:111%

Design and Faaility

Management is responsible for providing, equipping,eand maintaining
the.health unit. The design of the facility, including the equipment and
supplies, Will depend on the needs of the eMploYeesand the scope of the
ocCupational health prOgiam". Facilities, When provided on the premises,
should:.

.

1. Be located in a quiet area, easily accessible.to the greatest number of
employees and. to.transportation. They should be located at a safe
distance from plant operations that have a castastrophe potential
and, when possible, situated adjacent to the safety and personnel.of-
fices.

2. Be sufficiently spacious,:well lighted, attractive, climate controlled,
and equipped with supplemeinat emergency poWer,-.The,size will de-
pend upon the number of employees and the services to be:provided. .

(See Appendix.)

3. Include a waiting room, a'receptipnist area, examination and treat:-
-.ment rooms, P physical therapy area, a.kound-proof audiometric

booth, an eye examination unit, a resting or recovery room;'dressing
cubieles, and toilet room facilities.. Doors must be wide enough for
litter and wheel chair access. Architeeturak barriers to the handicap-
ped must be Corrected.



4. Includea priVate.area for consultation, doctor's.office, nurse's of
lice. Depending upon the scope of, the program and feasibility,-in-
crude facilities for laboratory and radiological exameationg.,

.

5. Provide space for health, safety, and environmental records, includr
ing an x-ray film file, with locked storage (fireproof, if feasible) and
a' controlled retrieval system. Compliance with OSHA recordkeep-
ing requirements inust be considered.

-Equipment and Supplies

Basic equipment shoUld-be functional, durable, and attractive.-Desks,
chairs, wheel chairs, a litter, cabinets, files, hbspital beds, sinks, towel
racks, adjustable stools, a mirror, wastebaskets, display racks, bulletin
boards. and telephones are all essential.

`Specific equipment should-be selected anc) p khased according to the
needs of the health service&offered, such as

aft tye examination chair with adjustable head rest, eye magnifica
tion lamp or eye spot-beam lamp, and eye loupe,,,
a cabinet with special, ophthalmalogical drugs, solutions, and in-
struments,
vision testing equipment,
a sound-proof booth and alidiometer for" audiometric testing,
a`pullhonary function unit,'
physical examination equipment. and supplies,!such as, stethoscope,
tongue blades, tuning fork, ophthalmoscope, otoscope, nasal
speculum 'flashlight, neurological hammer, Sphygrnordahometer,
vaginal speculum, disposable gloves, linens for` draping; etc;
physical therapy equipment, such as moist-heat packs, ice packs,
....,hirlpool, exercise arm wheel, or other modalities such as infra-
red, diathermy, or ultra-sonic,
an electrocardiograph machine,-
laboratory equipment: microscope, centrifuge, autoanalyze'r,
reagents, stains, etc.,
a refrigerator for drugs,. biologicals, and ice compresses,
a drinking fountain and paper cups,
linens, pillows, and bedding, and
a pressure sterilizer.

Equipment should, be carefully maintained,. calibrated as neceli'sary,
and properly used by qualified persons to insure safety and accuracy.
Maintenance' records should bo kept for quality:control, 1

The need for supplies will vary according to.the type of healt
required to meet the needs of the particular establishmejit and

`operations within the estab)ishment:Manynikedical supply an
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panies market products designed especially for industrial use Thesecom-1.
panies provide information and.advice concerning their product through
the salesmen represenfing them;

Supplies should include:

5,tresings (squares, eye-patch ovals, tubular, and various sizes of
gauze and stretch-type rolls), \

adhesive tapes (hutterflY, small bandages, and transparent tape)
O pressure combine.dr,essings,

a tourniquet,
cleansing solutions and containers,
irrigating solutions and devices,
ointments, antiseptics, skin creams, and lotions,.
scissors (and other sharp' instruments),
forceps (1 ifting, splinter, and others),
sterile wound drfssing packs,
sterile suture removal packs,
thermometers, 1

containers for dressings, solinions, and instruilients,
syringes arid needles;

.urine specithen containers:'and
o splints-slings, and crutches.

Specific items such as prescription drugs or narcotics that must be or-.
dered by the attending physician are maintained and recorded according
to state and Federal; laws: Oxygen and lifesaving drugs must be readily
and immediately 'aVailable. Therapeutic'.oxygeniS preferred over "in--
dustrial oxygen, which' frequently contains iMpurities.- An emergency
tray, should be maintained in preparation for cardiac shock, anaphylactic
shock, or. Other types ofrespiratory failure due to sensitizing agent:.

Provision shnuld be made for the privet mciintenance of the health
room, cleaning and laundry service, and a.pro-cedure for ordering sup-

, plieS. Supplies should' be checked and rePlenishedroutinely.-In ordering
supplies, it is economical and efficient to buy single, pre packaged Sterile
disposable dressings,- medications, and certain types of equipment.

When a nurse is not present in the \plant during; a
trained firstaider must be on hand. First aid supi.klies, must conform to
minimal requirements specified in regulations underi the Act; i.e., Cbde of
Pedeial Regulations, Titid 29: SubPart. 1C1910:1S1 "Medical Services
and First-Aid" which stliites,-"Fitstaid apPlieS approved-by-theetiffilift:.---;
ins physician shall be readily- available."-



,SUGGESTED READINGS. II -
I

Employers Insurance of Wausau: Occupational Health, Planning ix
Employee Health Services: 1970, Empioyer.4 Insurance of Wausau,

. ' .

Howe, Ft\ Organization and Operatibn of an Occupational HcalthPro-
gram Revised Edition. ',1975. Occupational Health Institute, Inc.,
Chicago.

THE NURSING POLIC1( AND
PROCEDURE MANUAL

nursing policy and procedure manual shOuld be peepared by tti`e oc-
cupational health"nurse to provide general and. specific inforibation about
the plant's occupational health, prograM.:Thp' AAOHN has published "A,

Guide for the PrePatationof a Manual ...df'Policies-and ProcedUres for the
Occupational 'Health Nurse" (1069). The Guide lists the following,
"reasons forth e:manual":

_ .

I"A, manual serves .as,a tool for. operating an effective .occupational
health service: It can be used , -

.
1.. To provide general inforniatiop about thecompany, its personnel ...

policies, and einplOyee benefits.

2. ,To simplify orientation of neW, and relief personnel.
. ,

3, 'To help clarify nursing assignments and establish uniformity of
. .

nursing procedures:

4. To provide the physibian with information concerning` the health
service. program, nursing care procedures, and -nursing service
policy.-

5. As a Vehicle for a medical policy and 'medical directives,-
.

6. To Provide Sam-ples df records, reports, and forms with directions .;
fOr their preparation and use. -

7. To provide-a current list of potential hazards peculin to the par-
ticelar compSny, including symptoms .and treatment of resultant
illness or injury. ,

.

8: TO provide management with information"eoncerning the func-
thins of -the health seryice.

. A

9 As a resource for use durinthe field experience of student nurses:,
.

10. To providd. information or references cc; sources of information
needed for effective management of the employee health service.",



The A.AOHN Gdide includes sections o'n general information, medical
serviee,nursing,,service personnel, preventive-programs, administrative
procedures, an appendix, and references. The Guide is an excellent
reference with samples of nursing procedu 5, record forms, and written
plant "policies.

Aotrwill have to assume the responsibility develop your own nursing
piilicies and procedures'based on the. needS of your company and the
nursing service. The policy and prOcedure manual should be updated
periodically. Usually, themanual is a printed or mimeographed volume

..kept..in a ring., binder so that- replacenicrit sheets can be-'added when
material is superSeded by current changes in the policy or program.

THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH . PROGRAM
.

The term "occupational health program" means a program, usually,
proVided by managernelit;-g,tivernment, or.si labor union to deal construc-
tively with the health of employees in relation to their work. Preventive
medical'eare and health :maintenance ire basic components of the pro-
gram.

The basic 'objectives of an occupational health program are stated in
the American Medical "Scope,. Objectives, and Functions
of Occdpational Health Programs" (Revised, 1971): ..

I. To 'protect empljIyees agaiiiit health and safety hazards in their
work situation.

2. Insofar as practical and feasible, to protect the general environment
of the..community.

3. To facilitate the placement of workers according to their physical
mental, and emotional capacities fn work which they can perform
with an acceptable, degree- of efficiency and without endangering
their own health and safety or that of others.

4. To assure adequate medical care and rehabilitation of the occupa-
tionall,,,, 'and injured.

5. To encourage and..,assist in measures for personal health mainte-
nance, including the. acquisition of a personal physician whenever
possible.

Achievement of these objectives benefits both employees and
employers by improving employee health, morale, and productivity.

,Scope of the Program

The scope of the occupational health program is determined by the.size
of the industry, the number of employees, the type of industrial processes,

0



and the resulting potentiarhealth and safety hazards. Management must
have concern for the adequaie protection of its employees.

Several traditional. forms of 'occupational health programs hay
developed, baSed..pn staffing needs.

1. A trained first-aider is a minimum regulatory requirement (29 CFR
Subpart K, 1910.51 Medical Services and First-Aid), but should pot
be considered a complete program:

Part-time nursing services.* available from a local health .depart-
ment,, voluntary community nyksing agency, or by nursing personnel
employed by aitindustrial ClilTrC which services small plantS. -

3. Specific occupational health services may be offered by an HMO in
the community. According to the Health Maintenance Organization
(HMO) Act of 1913, a plant may utilize the community HMO which
must offer general health services to plant workers and their families.

, (The HMO concept is relativelynew and few HMO's are prepared to
offer specific occupational safety'and health services. (See HM-0 Act
in Chapter IV.)

,4. The utilization.of one occupational health nurse is generally ref5rred
to as a 'one -nurse unit" occupational health program. The occupa-
tional health nurse in this program must have an available physician
on call or a consulting physician to provide medical directives.

A' one-nurse unit with a part-time physician in attendance is the most
common form (over one half of the occupational health nurses in'this
countrywork in.this type ofprogram). The physician comes to the
plant at scheduled times.

6. A multiple-nurse unit is usually,based at the corporate level, with
overall direction and supervision over single-nurse satellite units.

.
Ratio of Nurses to Employees .

An employer may need advice on staffing an approp4te nursing ser-'
vice. The following staff ratio of nurses to employees was developed dur-
ing the critical needs of World War II. -It is presented here as a sound,
realistic, and acceptable guide for staffing the occupational health pro-
grams:

"The riumberof nurses employed should depend on the type of indus-
try and the number of workers. For themaintenance of complete health
service in an industry it was recommended,that there be one nurse for up
to 300 employees, two or more nurses for up to 600 employees, and three
or more nurses up to 1,000 employees, one nurse for each additional
1,000 employees up to 5,000 and' one nurse per each additional 2,000

'employees. Additional nurses may be required because of hazards present

5.
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in a particular plant and to supply service for second and third shifts.
This number will be reduced in inverse ratio to the number of technical
and nonprofessional workers employed in the medical department.
Smaller industries (tho'se employing kss than 5,00 workers) which do not
have serious occupational hazards may find part-time nursing services
adequate.'

THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH TEAM
A. majority. of industrial accidents and occupational diseases can be

prevented by applying known principles of occupational medicine, tox-
icology, occupational health nursing, industrial hygiene, indpustrial
safety, industrial psychology, and ergonomics. Since occupational health
involves teamwork, it is important to allocate the functions among the,
various members of the team.. Although the nurse is the predominant pro-
vider of the health services in occupational health ,(21,0Moccupational
health nurses in I 972), 'physicians, industrial hygienists, safety
specialists, ergoomists, industrial psychologists, toxicologists, and other
specialists havels,6icific functions and team roles.

The basic c4Upational health team normally consists of the nurse,
physician, hygidnist, and safety specialist. Coordinated .plahning, under-
standing-role functions, and communicating to collectively solve prob-

-.1emS are essential team efforts to maintain the safety and health of the
employee population. The team advises and makes recommendations to
management and ,responds to the occupational , needs of the employees.
The basic team members are described by disciplines.

Medicitie

Occupational medicine deals with the restoration and conservation of
health in relation to work, the working environment, and maximum effi-
ciency. It involves prevention, recogniiion, and treatment of occupa-
tional disabilities and requires the applications of special techniques in
rehabilitation', environmental health, toxicology, sanitation, and human
relations.

The occupational physician may be employed as a full- or part-time
plant physician, or a consulting physician, and available for on-call ad-i.
vice, direction, and consultation. In whatever. capacity, the attending '
Physician must provide written, dated, and signed medical directives to
the occupational health nurse.

**American Public Health Association, Committee to Study the Duties of Nurses in Indus-
try.puties of Nurses in Industry. July, 1943. American Journal of Public Health, 33:876.

.*United States Department of Health, Education, and Weltare, Public Health Service,
HeaTth Resources Administration. Surveys of Public Health Nursing, Chapter 9, Occupa-
tional Health, 1968-1972. November, 1975. DREW Pub. No. (HRA) 76%8.



Industrial Hygiene

_ Industrial hygiene is devoted to the recognition, evaluation, and con-.
trol of the environmental factors attributed to the industry, which may
cause sickness. impaired health, or significant discomfort and inefficiency
among workers or among.the citizens of thq96mmunity.

Using quantitative sampling and analytical methods, the industrial hy-
gienist is concerned with the analysis and surveillance of chemical, physi-
cal, and biologichl stresses in the work environment. The chemical agents
may be in. the form of liquid, dust, fumes, vapors, or gas. Physical agents
(such as radiation, noise, vibration, heat, and cold) and'biological agents

' (such as bacteria, viruses, yeasts, mold, and fungi) can be controlled by
corrective procedures along with the chemical agents.

Usually, the hygienist is employed full-time only by large corporate oc-
cupational health programs, consulting firms, or Federal and state
governmental agencies. Therefore, small and medium-sized plantsinust
contract for the services of hygienists. It is important for the plant nurse,
safety specialist, and physician to communicate with the hygienist, who in
turn, must coordinate his/her activities with them.

Safety

The safet}, engineer or safety specialist is also concerned with the iden-
tification, elim inatibn, and contr91 of hazards to workers and to property.
The safety program is concerns with accident prevention and investiga-
tions, safety education, and administrative controls. In more recent years,
an additional function of the safety specialist is the development of total
loss and damage control.

Nursing

Major functions of the occupational health nurse as a team member are
to: .

collaborate with the health and safety team on policy, issues, and
problems,
recognize needs for facility and patient care,
explore ways and means of promoting environmental health,.
assist in identifying risks to workers and institute medical controls
and surveillance,
report immediately .non- routine incidents of injury or illness to
proper authorities, and
develop evaluation techniques to meet program objectives.

Most average-sized industries would not employ full time specialists
such as the ergonomists or psychologists, but would seek the adVice and
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,
.

recommendations of. consulting firms (of local government agendies for
.

specific situations. 'The. term "ergonomics," derived froM the Greek
° "ergon" (work effort) and "nomOs" (law), is defined according to the In-

ternational Labor Office as "the application of human 'biological science
in conjunction with the engineeringAsciences to achieve the optimum
mutual adjustment Of man and his work,, the benefits being measured in'
terms of human efficiency and well-being. 7,Knowledge of ergonomics can
be applied by other members of the team, including the nurse. These twin-.
ci es of. ergonomics are further discussed ,in the unit referring to the
nurse making visits to the work area.^

SUGGESTED READINGS
fN

Ayer, H. E., E. A. Emmett, et al. Standardg, Interpretations, and Audit
Criteria for Performance of Occupational Health Programs, Contractor's
Report to National Institute for Occupational Safety and, Health
(NIOSH). July, 1975. Contract Np. (HSM) 99 -72 -109; Occupational
Health Institute, Chicago.

Maisel, A. Q., Ed. The Health of People Who Work.,I960. The National
Health Council, New York.

Schilling,,R. S. F., Ed--. Occupational.Health Practice. 1973. Butterworth
and Company, Ltd., London.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
This unit discusses specific activities that are generally provided by

nurses in occupational health programs. As top priority, it is logical to
presume that the employer has,hired you, the profelsional nurse, to give
primary care* for any injUry or illness that occurs at work. Many workers
have,been- trained in giVing first-aid (positioning, stopping hemmorrage,
restoring breathing, preventing shock, and protecting the wound). Or
they may be_trained 'in transporting the injured or ill to the health unit.,
`Whenyuare present in the health unit, all injured or ill workers should
be brought to you for triage and assessment. An exception to this would -
be when furthermovement of the patient would be contraindicated. Deci-
sions should be made by you to give immediate treatment and/or to refer
the patient to specialized care.

The cause of the injury'or illness may be occupational or non-occupa-

'Primary care as used in this Guide is defined in "Extending the Scope of Nursing Prac-
tice" as follows: (a) a person's first contact in,any.given"episode'of illness with the health
care/System that leads to a decision of %ehat miit be done to help resolve his problem:and
(b) the responsibility for the continuum of carei.e., maintenance of health. evaluation and
management of symptoms, and appropriate referrals. (See Suggested Readings.)



tional. You will soon lea n that there is a difference which is sometimes
difficult to establish upon initial contact: The collection of facts about the

-particular episode will not only help you determine the needed care, but
will aid future determinations'of care.

Care and Treatment for Illness and Injury

You will primarily be giving emergency and/or primary care for oc-
eupational injurieiand illnesses. Non-occupational_ftess occurring at
work may also require immediate attention. The following categories are
types of illness and injury seen in the Occupational setting.

Minor Occupational. Injuries

° Examples of the minor injuries occurring regularly-in the plant are
superficial lacerations, splinters, first and second degree burns, contu-
*ins, abrasions; strains, sprains, skin rashes, and foreign bodies,"
especially in the eyes.

Major Occupational Injuries

Examples of more severe injuries are those` which may result in tempo-
rary or permanent disability: deep lacerations, extensive burns, fractures,
amputations, crush-type blows to the body, dislocations, and conditions
which may require life-saving measures, such as shock'and asphyxia.

Occupational Illnesses and Diseases

An occupational sliease arises out of or in the course of employment.
Occupational' dermatitis is the most frequently occurring occupational
disease. Exposures to physical, chemical, or biological agents may cause
harmful irritation, allergic sensitivity, toxicity, narcosis, carcinogenicity,
and asphyxia and produce a variety of patho-physiological and psy-
chological indications of health disorders. The OSHA occupational ill-
ness. code (see Appendix Kir OSHA Recordkeeping Requirernents)
classifies occupational diseases in seven categories: occupational skin dis-
eases or disorders, dust diseases of the lung, respiratory'conditions due to
toxic agents, poisonings:disorders due to physical agents, disorders asso-
ciated with repeated trauma, and all other occupational illnesses.
Although occupational cancer does not appear on the OSHA illness code,
per. se, an occupationally related, cancer must be included as an occupa-
tional disease.

Non-Occupational Conditions

Healthy employees, as well as those with chronic conditions, may
become seriously ill while at work. Employees with known health prob-
lems such as cardiovascular disease, emphysema, epilepsy, allergies, or
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diabetes may experience adverse effects during working .hours. Psy-
chiatric episodes are also not unusual. Emergency care Stipulated in your
medical directives must be proyided and you should initiate necessary
referrals to the appropriate personal physician or to the hospital..

The preplacement examination, health history, and periodic health
assessments providt yRu with the vital information necessary to respond
to an acute episode. tl'y anticipating what could pappen to workers with
chronic illness, specific health care plans 'should be developed to meet in-
dividual needs, Modes for .transporting ill and injured workers for
prompt emergency care should be planned according to company policy.

Some companies permit the nurse to give care for certain chronic con-
ditions when the service is requested by the employee's personal physi-
cian. it must also be approved by the plant physician. The request for this
'treatment must be in writing and must set forth appropriate information
and instructions, such as diagnosis, medication, dosage, administration,
frequency, and duration. If and when the request expires, it must be
rewritten by the attending physician.

Visit to the Work Area

,Frequent planned visits to the work area are necessary and can be high-
ly beneficial. The nurse observes workers performing their duties and
tasks and establishes good relationships with Supervisors, foremen, and
"ttfe worn .1;42;x..°5ofren discuss work problems and point out
troublesome areas during the nurse's plant rourids.

The nurse can assess the correct use of protective clothing and devices
worn by the, employees; for example, ear defenders, safety glasses, or 'hair
nets. The nurse can collaborate With the supervisors to change and
modify poor working conditions thiough ergonomic measures. Continued
medical monitoring procedures at the worksite may-also be delegated to
the nurse, and this; would afford an excellent opportunity, to inspect and
assess the work area for safe work practices (safe lifting procedures,
proper seating arrangements, etc.).

Finally; when visiting the work area, the nurse can follow-up on
employees who have not reported back to ,the health unit and the
eniployees are reassured that the nurse is available for help and assis-
tance. Good colimunication with the occupational 'health team and with
management is essential. Making regular visits strengthens this participa--
ticin.

All of the activities and services discussed thus far have emphaSized the
nurses' role in providing prompt care for injured or ill employees. The re-
maining units in the Guide will emphasize nursing respOnsibilities in pre-
ventive health programs.
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THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION .PROGRAM

Routine medical examinations are undertaken to a considerable degree
. by occupational health services, especially in large- and medium-sized in-

dustry. The health 'status evaluation is intended to aid in the appropriate
utilization of the worker's capabilitiels and not to determine qualification
for employmeth. Plant policy, .however, may determine what groups of
employees are required to be examined as'a prerequisite for employment:
This unit discusses the preplacement examination, periodic health assess-
ment, medical monitoring and surveillance, and other comraonly per-
foimed examinations. The participation of the occupational health nurse
in this program is further described.

Preplacement Examinations

As an aid to slthable job placement, some form of pre-employment
health assessment is desirable. Under some OSHA Standards, this is man;
datory. Fn.-plant assessments will be influenced by factors such as the size,
nature, and location of the industry and by the availability of medical and
nursing services. The type of health examination to be performed, as well
as the specific tests to be included, should be determined by the phy Han
in charge of the health program.

Medical surveillance priNedures based on existing OSHA health Stan-
<dards are required. Frequently, the standard will state that a ebmprehen-

sive physical examination shall,be conducted on all new employees, and
periodically, thereafter, when exposure to a specific agent having poten-
tial toxicity is anticipated; (i.e., carcinogens).

Components for a comprehensive preplacement physical examination
may incluile, but are not limited to:.

a. A personal and family medical history..
b. An occupational history (see Appendix for sample form),
c. A reproductive history for female employees (see Appendix forsample

form).
d. The appropriate screening tests:

- height/weight
- vision testing (base-line)
- complete urinalysis
- chest x-ray (base-line)
- liver function studies (as indicated)
- pap smear
- blood pressure
- hearing testing (base-line).
- lung function studies (spirometry)
- mood-rests for hemoglobin (CBC, hemotocrit, and selected SMA



chemistry for occupational exposures)
-EKG
- breast examinations
The appropriate assessment procedures:
- physical assessment of body systems

skin assessment
smoking assessment

- nutrition assessment

It is-important that all new employees provide an occupational history,
as a database for past employment and cumulative exposures. The form
should be completed by the worker with assistance fromthe nurse or a
knowledgeable assistant. However difficult for the employee to recall,
the data not only-assist the employer with placement; but provide addi-
tional protection for the employee and evidence that base-line data has
been collected for considerations (diagnosis) of future occupational ex-
posures.

It is equally important ,to discuss all of the findings from the medical
examination of the new employee with him so that he, knows and under
stags the significance of the findings. Every opportunity should be avail-

--t1gle to the new applicant to correct deficiencies and to be re-examined
for employment. Employees with difficult health problems who cannot
fulfill the demands of the job should be counseled and referred to ap-
propriate resources. (See the'Rehabilitation Act.)

',Periodic Health Assessment and Medical Monitoring

Periodic examination or health assessments are performed afintervals
to evaluate the health status of the individual in relation to'his work.
Scime employers base the need upon age-related schedules (i.e., annually
after age 40). SOme periodic assessments are required by OSHA Stan-
dardS to safeguard against adverse health effects from exposure to
specific materials or processes. The frequency and nature of the assess, .

ment should bi'determined from the basic health status of the worker, the
type of hazard and exposure,' the results from environmental monitoring,
and the recorded findings of previous health assessments. The need for
assessments may range from a repeat of the comprehensive Medical ex-
amination to selected clinical laboratory or health screening tests, as
dicated by the type and severity of the exposure or as.required- by the1/`

-' Standards.

In -neral, periodic assessments and special medical monitoring must
be conducted at appropPiate intervals to determine that the.ernploy5e's
health is compatible with his job. Periodic examinations should also help
the employee maintain the optimum health necessary for effective perfor-
mance and minimize sick absence.



Certain examinations are required in industries by regulations under
the. Act. Each OSHA Standard for a toxic or carcinogenic agent will state
specific clinical tests and measurements that should be performed on
special groups of workers. The-OSHA standards also state the required
frequency of examinations and measures to inform the employee of test
results that, require a job transfer. Records are also required for both
health and environmental measurements.

,-

Medical monitoring may be performedn the employee at the worksite
(e.g., if the individual is required to wear a persOnal dosimeter or an
electrode for a particular measurement), within the plant medical depart.:
meat, in outside clinics or ,laboratories, or f in a tombination of these
resources. ApprOprjate medical and enviro mental follow-up and cor.-
rections should be made for health problems such as'hearing and vision
defects, dermatitis, allergic conditions, and other work-related problems.

Environmental' monitoring at the worksite is often ongoing. Results of
these findings should be available' and accessible to ,the medical person
nel. When the results exceed the pSH A,. standard for safe performance,
steps must be taken to further prptect the employee (as in the need to 'wear
a respirator), but only until the environmental exposure is reduced to a
safe level.

Return from Illness/Absence Assessments

Employees returning to work following an illneSs or injury phould be-
re-evaluated to assure their continued compatibility and fitness for their
regular jobs. Temporary reassignment of an employee to a less demand-
ing job, may be necessary. (See Absenteeism Control:)

Jbb Transfer Examinations

Examinations are conducted when an employee or a group of,
employees are transferred into an operation- having known hazardous ex-
posures.' Specific tests, clinical measurements, health assessment, and
medical monitoring should be' implemented to assure adequate protec-
tion for the transferred worker.

Separation, Termination, and Retirement Examinations ('

Postemployment examinations,. provide an accurate health record
which may help assess the relationship of any future medical problems to
work or exposure in the establishment. This is particularly applicable to
those conditions which are.chronic or may have a long latency period
such as exposures to asbeitos, beryllium, silica, carcinogens, radiation,
and heavy metals. Medical records under these conditions must be main-
tained according to the Act.



Multiphasic Screening1

A multiphasic screening program is an eXtensiln of the health assess-
men t program. The purpose of the screening program is not to rep ace the
preplacement assessment or medical monitoring examinations, but tdaid
in case findings and in the early detection or rceognition of disease pro-
cesses in certain groups of healthy people. Screening for the detection of
hypertension, diabetes, or tub&culosis are examples of preventive pro
grams for the benefit of all workers in the plant. A critical point is the ac-
tion taken after a positive result from the screening test. Prompt refefral
and follow-up services are necessary to assure that the employee ent4rs
the health delivery system, especially if the health maintenance services
cannot be provided in-plant.

Nursing Responsibilities in the Physical Examination
Program

The `nurse's responsibility and participation in the physical examina-
tion program are important and highly significant in current nursing
assessment programs. The activities will vary, depending on whcqher the
examinations are conducted totally in the plant, with supplementary ser-
vices available in the community, or outside the plant.

When the examinations are given in the plant, the nurse:

1. Plans and schedules examinations.
2. Conducts tne health interviews.
3. Completes the occupational history forms.
4. Collects, records, and -reviews'the-health data
5. Assists with screening' activities.
6. Performs some clinical laboratOry tests and measurements.
7:. Alerts the examining physician of positive findings and deviations

from previous findings.
. Interprets positive findings to the employee' and discusses the

need for additional follow-up.
. Maintains the health record and additional medical files.

10. Plans for referrals as necessary.
11. 'Uses the preplacement 'physical examination to introduce and

orient employed to the medical department and health services

12. Uses every opportunity te, teach, good; health practices and en
courages new employees to discuss health problems.

13. Collaborates with the personnel and safety departmentslo.assure
'proper placement based on the job demands, both physical and
emotional. __

Nurses who have acquired physical assessment skills may perform



many of the body system examinations as part of the expanded role of the
nurse which is discussed at the end of this chapter. When an examination
is conducted outside of the plant, the nurse should obtain a copy of the
physician's report for the employee's file. The nurse shouid- have the
authority to explain certain physical findings to, the employer when
necessary, especially if the job requirements are not compatible ,VVith- the
employee's current health, status.'

Where medical monitoring and periodic health assessments are neces-
sary pr required by the Act, there are many implications for nursing. The
nurse will continue to repeat many of the clinical tests and measurements
required if they can be done in-plant, for example:

audiometric testing,0

O vision testing,
O collecting samples of blood, urine, or sputum foi. biological monitor-

ing,
conducting nutrition and skin assessments,

* planning repeated chest x-rays: EKG's, pulmonary function tests,
liver-function studies, etc., and
assisting with environmental monitoring procedures when necessary..:
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INDUSTRIAL MEDICAL RECORDS

Objectives and Criteria

"industri'at medical records should. provide data for use in job%place-
ment, in establishing !health standards, in health maintenance, in treat-
ment and rehabilitation, in workmen's comperfsation cases, in
epidemiologic studies,+and in helping mangement with program evalua-
tion and improvement. In addition, recordkeeping requirements of the
Occupational Safety and, Health Act of 1970 should be met.

"To reach these objecti es, criteria should be set up for deciding what
items should be included o a medical record form'. The following ques--
tions will help in making su it determinations. Is the information called
for important? Can it be obtaned with reasonable fticility and accuracy?
Will the yield justify the cost and inconvenienceof obtaining thiz
tion? And probably most important, will the inforniatio$ be used?

"Basic principles and requirements ts of medical recording demand the
simplest forms and systems adequitc for the purpose the records are to
si..re. The system should be usable by the smalteSt Medical unit or by the
occupational health nurse who works alone, and should serve as a valua-
ble tool in the everyday Maintenance of health and safety. The data

-recorded should be sufficient to attain the desired objectives,.and if these
data are to lend themselves to \ reliable statistical Comparison and
analysis, the description of facts anti findings mustbe,uniform. The above
minimal requirements should be complied with whether the company is
large or small;but with necessary modifications in specific occupations
and industries."''

The occupational health nurse assists management in the development
of a system to record and maintain \hedltqecords and reports that con
form to and .complement, existing communication systems within the
plant.

Medical kecor4'FornTs

Individual Record of InjurylIllness

Each worker's folder shall Have records of occupational and non:Oc-
cupational injuries and illnesses, and occupational,. health examination
records and reports. This filing method makes it possible to maintain a
c'omprehensive and chrOnological system on every %yorker. The nurse and
phyician can readily be alerted to health problem's or idicisyncrasies in-

.
,

'The above statements on objectives and criteria are quoted from the American Medical
Association. ()tilde to Devplopment of an Industrial Medical Records System (see Sug-
gcstcd Readings)-



eluding drug allergies, occupationally related sensitivities, or chronic
conditions. The system will provide evaluations'of visits to the health unit
for occupational and non-occupational conditions.

The put-pose of the Individual Record Form is to provide a record of
the diagnosis, treatment, and progress of all occupationally related cases.

The nurse records occupational incidents cm a single-entry form, which
is of value to workmen's compensation. the safety personnel, and as a
medicolegal record. Each occupational accident, no matter how minor,
should be recorded by the nurse Or by the first-aider during the nurses's
absence. However, die nurse shall review all of the entries on the OSHA
Form 200, when made by the first - airier.

All visits to the ,health unit for non-occupational reasons should be
recorded on the same form, but should only be accessible to those persons
approved by the,ralth unit. personnel. Information about non-occupa-
tional conditions shall be regarded as confidential and will not be given
to Orsonnel, a supervisor. or anyone without the employee's written con-
sent. .

In the AE OHN Nurses Code of Ethics a statement on confidentiality of
employee's health records reads, "occupational health nurses should: ,

safeguard the employee's right to privacy by protecting information of a
confidential nature: releasing information only as required by Jaw or
upon written consent of the employee."'

Health Extunination Records

The health examination records and the health history musi'be eon-
siclered in confidence. between the employee and the physician. Some of '
the information will be.needed. by the employer to determine the in-
dividual's ability to perform a specifictask. The employer, however,
shud not he given details of theindividual's physical and mental

Results of all physical examination reports, clinical repOrts, chest
x-rays, EKG's, audiograms, etc., become part of the record and should be
filed in the employee's health folder. Other reports of individual nature
are also filed in the health folder, (e.g., communications from personal
physicians, immunization records, insurance forms from workmen's com-
pensation cases, etc.).

Administrative Records and OSHA Forms

Recordkeeping required-rents under the Act shall_be-enfofeed. Regula-
tions issued by OSHA under theiNgt_recruireThil:11 establishments, sub-
jectject to the Act, maintain records of occupational injuries and illnesses oc-
curring on or after July I, 1971.



As of January 1 , 1978, the OSHA Form No. 200, Log and Summary of
Occupational Injuries and Illnesses, combines and supersedes Form No.
100. Log of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses, and. Form.NO. 102, Sum-
mary of Occupational injuries and Illnesses for Calendar Year. Form No.
101 is unchanged.

. The OSHA forms contain definitions and instructions for completing
them. OSHA recordkeeping requirements should not be confused with
state v/orkmen's compensation requirements. It is wise to have the com-
pany's medical records reviewed by someone in the OSHA Regional or
Area Offices. All OSHA forms can be obtained from the OSHA Area Of-
fices and his important to be aware of changes in OSHA forms. For loca-
tions of the OSHA Regional and Area Offices, see the Appendix.

Other administrative records commonly used in the health unit are:

1. A statistical census of daily activities of the occupational health per-
sonnet.

2. A monthly summary of daily activities.

3. An annual summary Of yearly activities. It should highlight achieve-
ments and objectives met by the occupational health program and is
a basis for evaluating the health service. Budgetary needs for per-
sonnel, equipment, and improving programi could be integrated
into the annual report. Summaries of reasons for employee ill-

.

nessiabsence could also be included.

Miscellaneous Reports

Additional' records and reports are e most often developed as the need
arises; however, some reports are egulatory.

The Narcotic Record must be kept becaus.e government narcotic
regulations require a strict accounting of all narcotics used

Local municipal codes and regulations, such as inspection reports of
steam sterilizing.vessels or food service inspections, are included.

Other reports may be from referral services, medical-consultants, or
on professional staff activities within the community.

Storage and Accessibility

The medical records shpuld be maintained in locked files in the health.'
unit; and only the physician or nurse should have access to them. In cer-
tain situations under the Act, requests for specific information may be
squght by authorized government officials from NIOSH and OSHA.
Also, the emplqyee or his designated representative may seek information
concerning himself or his environmental exposure. The employer's policy's,
must comply with the regulations set by the Act.
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Coding medical records for data processing has great value.. Recording
the diagnosis of indktals should be made using the "Standard No-
menclature of Diseasesind.OperationS," 5th Ed itiOn, and/or the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases.* This insures accurate data for legal,
purposes, in epidemiological research, and in planning for program
evaluation and improvement.

Problem Oriented Medical. Records (POMR)

The problem oriented medical record system provides use of the prob-
lem oriented record by all members of the health care team. Dr. Law-
rence L. We:. pioneered the system in the 1950's and his efforts have
gradually been accepted by medical and nursing groups.

Although the system is not currently being used in the rnajorityof plant
medical departments, the new occupational health nursemay *ant to im
plement and integrate the Problein Oriented Nursing System (PONS). A
nurse. who is familiar with PONS and wishes to develop a system for
recording could initiate its concepts into the industrial medical records
system. The nursing audit, nursing care plan, employee needs, and valid-
documentation could sho%effective results. An employer may find`tha4
the PONS initiated by a-nursing service is beneficial for-total patient care.

Nqrsing Responsibilities in Recordkeeping

I. Record every visit by employees to the health unit in ink; date and
sign it (code as necessary).

2. Document clearly and accurately.
3. Identify anatomical parts correctly.
4. Use employee's own words to describe the incident.
5. Maintain confidentiality at all times... -

6. Understand and, comply with third party i serest in seeking informa-
tion for valid, legal purposes.

7. Maintain the record system for a perio of time dependent upon ac-
ceptable medical practice, legal requirements (especially according
to OSHA Standards), and also for research needs.
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PREVENTIVE HEALTH PROGRAMS/
Health maintenance, health promotion, and prevenfive health pro-

grams are terms that overlap and may have diff,rent meanings or
emphasis. "Preventive medicine may be defined as that part of medicine ° /^
concerned with the advancement of the purpose of iromoting health and
preventing illness."* Similady, The World Healt Organization defines
health as a state of complete physical, mental, a d social well-being/and
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. PreventiVe health pro-
grams in the occupational setting, cannot easily be distinguished froth
general health delivery, although accident and disease prevention is basic/
to any occupational health program.

The section on physical examination programs discussed the detection
of illness and disease through programs of health assessment, multi-
phasic screening, an,d specific medical monitoring for/Occupational dis-
ease control. FolloW6Vpr&edures on positive findings from screening
programs are essential. Results from a multi-phasic screening program
should be analyzed asithe basis'fOr establishing preventive health pro-
grams for specific diseases. By using epidemiological principles, groups:.
of workers can be identified and encouraged to participate in programs to
improve the current, and possibly poor, health,habits. Many preventive
health programs are now established prograMs in industrial medical
deparunents for example:

hypertension screening,
weight reduction,

'Duncan. C. W.. and B. MacMahan.'Eds. Preventive Medicine. 1967. Little. Brown, and
Company. Boston.
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physical fitness,
stop-smoking clinics,
alcoholism control,
retirement planning,

o diabetes detects, and
e sickle-cell anemia detection.

Basic principles for., program planning can be readily adapted to oc-
cupational health. Suggested principles for program planning are

1. Identify and define the problem.
2. Determine a statement of need.
3. Establish lo'ng, intermediate, and short range goals.
4. Develop a program plan.
5. Establish resource needs for time, ilinds, personnel, facilities

ment, and supplies.
6. Determine costs and benefits.
7. Secure budgetary allocations for specific
8. Implement and oper-ate the plan.
9. Provide forfeedback.

10.Y Evaluate program results.

For the purpose of this Guide, this section will emphasize the need for
'speeific_health-planning.programs to identify the health s tus and health
needs of the plant employees, It is not possible to incl e

r
every preven-

tive health program for desired health maintenance. T erefore, emphasis '.
has been placed on hearing and vision conservation programs, health and
safety education prOgrams, and health counseling. In addition, programs

_

to assist in controlling absenteeism and in disaster planning are con-
-sidered as preventive health programs. These guidelines for health plan-
ning are not necessarily presented in order of prioiity, but all are basic to .

. .

the health needs Of a working population; ..-

Health Counseling'

In the important service ofhealth-counseling;the nurse must recognize
the various physical, emotional, apdsocial problems that can affect the
employees' health: Employees should feel' that they can -discuss their
problems with the nurse without fear of jeopardizing their employment.

. -
The counseling session should be held in a quiet place and at a quiet..

time so that workers can discuss their problems freely. When working'
with employees, particularly in health counseling, the employees' super-
visor should know that.the worker is visiting the nurse for assistance dnd

.e...m'h,..e.the nurse, in turn, understands that the supervisor may limit the interview
- session to keep worked on the job. Although employees themselves may



seek out the nurse tO discuss heAlth of personal problems,they are often
sent to the health unit by the foreman or supervisor.

Workers' emotional problems are generally not severe enough to be
diagnosed as psychiatric disorders anti many workers may have psy-
chosomatic symptoms. The problems often are reflected in absenteeism,
alcoholism, and accidents. Work related problems to both employers and
employees can arise from labor turnover, waste, low production, profit
loss, cc claims;: low morale, and poor interpersonal relation-
ships. Causes of work related emotional problems are receiving greater
attention today than in the past. For example, stress and job demands are
being studied and analyzed by behavioral scientists; and the social, psy-
chological, and physical adjustments to shift work are undergoing scien;
tific investigation. A recently completed illO'SH-investigation (Tasto and
Colligan, see Suggested Readings) suggests that shiftworkers,have signifi -
cantly more..difficiilty adapting to their work schedules than'Workers on
permanent day,shifts. Sleep patterns, digestion', psychological Mood, and
personal, social, and domestic 'activities were especially disrupted by
non -day shift regimes. Rotating workeis, who not only work at unconven-
tional, hours, but who movefrom shift to shift, clearly encounter the most
difficulty in maintaining, psychological and biological equilibrium.

Preventive health programs for alcoholism and drug addiction are
widely accepted by employers as essential and productive. Women are
entering the labor force in rapidly increasing numbers; many accepting
blue-collar jobs. Role conflict and variances in fble perception create
dissatisfaction among both sexes. Stabilizing and equalizing the emo-
tional health of workers requires the services of persons with expertise in
mental health.

The occupationAl health nurse should acquire skills, to recognize
employees,who show signs of stress, anxiety, depression,,hysterig, addle
tion, hostility ; \and irrational behavior. Deter ning the severity of the
problem nd m'xIcing decisions for spccialiZed c re require knowledge of
mental f ealth concepts.

Employees who discuss feelings and attitudei with the nurse can oftep
return to the job feeling some relief after the counseling session. Whether
or not the empl'oyee's emotional problem is work related, the nurse can
use interviewing skills in the counselingvsession to understand the
employee's personal needs and provide constructive help. Counseling is
more effective when the nurse helps individual employees see their prob
lems more clearly and encourages them to make their own plan to resolve
the burden. The effectiveness of these :sessions will also depend upon the
ability of the nurse to recognize the need for referral to specialized care.
The mental health specialist in a health agency or community mental



health center can be an excellent source of consultation to the nurse in in-
dustry.
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March, .1966. Smith, Kline, and French Laboratories, Philadelphia.,

Salatti, R. A. The Occupational Health Nurse as aMental Health Cou/n-
selor. December, 1976. Occupation-al Health Nursing, 25(12):23.,

Tasto,p. L:, and M. J. Colligan. Health ConSe4uencesof Shift 'Work.
197U DHEW (NIOSII) in pres-s. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.

Also, a.NIOSH course, The Occupational Health Nurse and Employee'
Mental Health; is offered by University schoolS of nursing in cooperation
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with their departments of continuing education. Applicable to occupa
tional health nursing practice, the three:part training program includes'
areas of academic mental health concepts, interviewing and counseling
skill developments, and crisis intervention in special problem situations.
For further information, contact NIOSH, Division of Training and Man-
power. (See Appendix for address.),

Program for Absenteeism Control

Astronomical numbers of days lost due to illness/absence as published
by many sources highlight the seriousness of the absenteeisiri problem to
American industry and the American labor force. Employers are in-
creasingly aWare of the.ldirect and indirect costs due to a high rate of ab
senteeism. Management policies must be established to prevent and con-
trol absenteeism. To carry out such a policy, the employer will use the
resources most intimately involVed: the supervisor and the medical
department. The personnel department or the 'timekeeper can collect
statistical data on the. frequency of absenteeism.

A system of recording who is absent and why is necessary in the medi-
cal department or health unit. A daily absentee list should be compiled
with information recorded by department, reason, number of days out,
and days returning to work. For the system. to work, supervisors, fore
men, time clerks, and the personnel department must coordinate the re-.
Porting of absenteeism through the medical unit.

Statistics on absenteeism are important as indicators of trends. At fre-
..

quent intervals, managers and employers should be provided interpreta-
tions of the data collected so that meaningful comparisons can be made,
between groups by age, sex, marital status, length of time on the job, and
past absentee experiences. Absences due to vacation, military leave, hor
days' or lay-offs should not4be included.

Experts in the field of personnel management list some observations
from their own experience: "Absenteeism is higher in new plants, in

,Plants requiring a conSiderable amount of overtime, in communities hav-
ing a tight labor market, is higher among women in child-bearing ages
(however the absenteeism is of shorter duration than that of male
workers); is higher on the second shift and is highest pn Mondays."*

Most experts' agree that a small proportion of employees account for.a
large proportion of illness/absence, The principal causes of absenteeism
are:

O physical or mental illness,'
personal work or living. habits,

'Jacoby, G. A. Absenteeism and Mental Health. April1967. An unpublished report from
the Governor's Occupational Health Conference, Lexington, Kentucky.



.a sense 'of inequity related to pay or working conditions,
placement of personal concerns higher in priority than business
needs, and
poor job design\ ,lack of incentive, and boredom.

A control programfu non-occupatibtal health problems allows nurs-
ing intervention for cour selirgg, advising, and providing emotional sup-
port for the employee who leaves work because of illness and returns to
work after, an absence. The skillful nurse can win the confidence of the

_employees, and acquire considerable influence from the relationship after
years of long associations with them.

The Occupational Health Nurse can

interview the e.:iployee when he-leaves the plant because of illness,
assess the employee's need for prompt medical care,
be assured that the oinployee can reach his destination safely, and if
not, kovide supervised transportation (for example, when the per-
son feels "faint" or "dizzy" he should be escorted home, or to the
doctor's office or hospital),
encourage the employee to report back to work through the health
unfit,
be certain that the employee's supervisor knows the employee, is leav-
ing the worksile, andta
show genuine concern for the employee's condition.

\ 'Controlling Non-Occupationdl Absences

A company policy that has proven a sound control measure is one
whic\h stipulates that if a worker has been off sick a certain number of
days, he must' report through the nursing service before returning to his
job assignment. In many instances, a medical certificate from the worker's
personal physician is necessary evidence that the illness required medical
care, especially after a five day or longer absence. However, the medical
certificate is ineffective if the physician is not specific about the physical
demand§ of the job in relation to the worker's current health status.

For absenteeism from both occupational and non-occupational illness
or injury, the health unit becomes the major source of determining
whether or, not the employee can return safely to hiS regular. job.
Employee illness or injury requiring hospitalization is usually well docu
mented by the insurance claim of the company's group medical insurance
plan. It is good polizy to include a copy of the final diagnostic report in
the worker's medical file. \

Depending upon the company's'policy, workers returning from a five-
day (non-occupational) illness may berequired to have a complete physi-
cal examination if one has not been completed within the, past year. This
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frequently proves to be a positive reaSiessment of the-worke(s health and
often uncovers additional health problems and the need f r continued
health surveillance. Close liaison with the worker's private hysician is
essential.

If you are the only nurse in a small plant, there are many opport nities
to assess the employee's health status and, ability to perform the job after
returning to work. The occupational health nurse can use s
normal or routine problems and refer the more complex p
plant physician or to the censulting physician.

Routinely, the nurse must:

a ss
tote

* interview the returning employee to be aware of the rea
sence, .

record observable changes in physical status,
review the health record for any past absences or illnesses to deter
mine a chronic condition or untreated 'problem,
if necessary, inform the worker's familyPhysician that the patient is
ready for the assigned work,.
provide counseling if absence wqs due to non-pathological reasons
(i.e., emotional problems, family problems, personal conflict, addic

ns for ab

tions, etc.),
use every opportunity to teach good health practices,
suggest additional consultation if specialized care is required, and
inform the employee that you and his/her supervisor may have to dis-
cuss reasons for repeated tibsence.

Wevention of Absenteeism

Prevention is an integral pail of the total absentee control program. ,
GoOd morale, job enrichment, and worker satisfaction are results of
effective management and personnel policies, while preventing disabilitS,
and promoting optimum health are basic components of occupational
health. Management and health personnel should work together to pre-
vent and reduce absenteeism . '

Routine physical examinations, medical survillance, health mainte-
nance, environmental controls, and health and\ safety education pro-
grams, when properly executed, will have an effeict on absenteeism only
When employees have trust. and confidence in the health professionals.
providing the services. Health indexes of the wOrker population can be
measured if adequate health, safety, environmental, and absentee records
are maintained and analyzed. Reduction in disability claims and direct
and indirect costs of illness/absence should become visible.
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SUGGESTED READINGS

Ahern, M. S. The Occupational Health Nurses' Role in Absentee Con-
trol. How to. Collect and Provide Meaningful Data May, 1968. Ameri-
can Association of Industrial Nurses Journal, 16:7.

CoMmittee on Medical Care for Industrial Workers, Archives of In-,
dustrial Health. A Syllabus on Work Absence. January, 1956. The Amer -

...lean Medical Association, Chicago.

Program for Disaster Control

Ever industrial organization should have a written plan for the care
and safeTy of personnel during both external and internal disasters. The

,goals of a disaster plan are to prevent or, reduce injuries, save lives,
minimize property: dainage, and expedite the resumption of necessary -
plant activities. ,

Pre-planning for emergencies combines the efforts of management,
production, personnel, security, safety, and the health unit. The disaster
plan should be developed in conjunction with other emergency' facilities
in the community and with local civil authorities. The plan for disaster
'Mist not only be written, but must also be made available to anyone who
has any responsibility for the coordination, implementation, and execu-
tion of the total plan.

In-plant arid community disasters result from fire. and explosiOns,
floods, hurricanes and tornadoes, earthquakes, civil;' strife, wild-cat
strikes, and warfare, including nuclear disaster. The; problems and solu-
tions differ considerably according to the geographical location of the in-
dustry. In this Guide, program considerations are briefly discussed as
basic components of a good disaster plan. References are listed for more
detailed considerations.

The disaster plan should include corporate directiOn with assigned per-
sonnel having specific-responsibilities. Training, refresher training, dem-
onstrations and practice, and an evaluation of the practice results are es-
sential. Control centers and shelter areas should, be equipped with first-
aid supplies, drugs, dressings, stretchers, and resuscitators. These
emergency supplies must be checked periodically for expiration dates,
sterility, and loss Or theft.

Communication and:alarm systems should be a vital. partof the plan.,
Plant 'protection personnel, security guards, fire-fighters; trained 'first-
aiders, stretcher-bearers, doetors, nurses, arid other allied health persons,
including the safety specialist; should be assigned specific' utieS. It is,'WiSe
to teach all:employees the basic principles of self-help for an emerg4ncy.



he director or coordinator should 'enlist all existing help from the
outside community and also oTfer the plant facility'as a resource to a Com-
munity plan for disaster (i.e., additional fire-fighting equipment). Col-
laboration and coordination with the local fire and police departments,.
the Red Cross, life squads. and, local hospital emergency rooms are
necessary to ensure immediate lik-Saving actions.

The scope (if the medical disaster plan will vary!, depending upon an
estimate of casualik!,, :the size of the Plant; the available medical
facilities, and thc bility oc community emergency life-saving ser
vices.

The new nurse in industry must:

I. ',,intlersta041 and assume the obligation to protect the life, and health
1 :the employees on the ion from the effects of a disaster.

Participate in the developrner!t and implementation of a specific
company plan to meet the survival and ;.health needs of the
employees.

Advise management and the medical director about nursing.needs
and plans for oisaster control.

Select and maintain the rnedical/surgical equipment, and supplies for
emergency chests suitable for transportation to a disaster site

Coordinate the induStrial plan with the local community plan.

6. Assist in evaluating the effectiveness of the plan.

.7. Assist in teaching employees self-help and life-saving procedures,

8. Encourage empldyee,s to identify special health needs by wearing.
Medic-Alert emblems.-

SUGGESTED READINGS

Books:*

Fawcett,-1-1. A., and W. S, Wood. Safety and Accident Prevention in
Chemical Operations. '1965. John Wiley and Sons, New York. pp.
527-536.

National Safety Council. Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial
Operations, 6th Edition. 1969. National Safety Council, Chicago. pp.
11.11-1141.

:Other References:

'Pages are given when references include relevent portion8 only.
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t American MedicalAssociation, Council on.Occupational Health. Guide
to Developing an Industrial Disaster Medical Service. 1970. American
Medical Association, Chicago.

Industrial Association's 1959-1960 ComMittee on Emergency and Dis-
,

aster Planning. Outline' of a' Disaster Control Plan for Industry. Septem-
ber, 1960. Join nal of Occupational Medicine, 2(9):45 I.

Program for-Health and Safety 'Education,.

An Introduction to Health Education

"Health education is not new to nursing; it is an integral part of nursing
practice. Professional nursing hasalways promoted intervention to aid
individuals to attain their optimum level of health. Nursing actions have
been and are directed toward the prevention of diseases and their com-
plications, toward the promotion of an early return to the activities of
daily living, toward minimizing disability from chronit illness or injury,
and toward the maintenance of a realistic adaptive stale of illness.
Knowledge essential for prevention of, and adaptation to, disease is -

taught both formally and informally to individuals and groupg by nurses.

"As a health care provider; every professional nurse is responsible and
accountable to the patient and family for the quality of nursing care the
patient receives. This responsibility and accountability includes teaching
the patient and family relev.ant.factsabout specific health care needs and

, supporting appropriate modification of behavior. Within the last five
years, definitions in some licensure laws have specified the teaching of pit,
fients as a nursing responsibility.

-C6nsumers and health care profes4ionals are increasingly awarebf the
role of health education in promoting-a better quality of life. Health
education activities 'have expanded fro,m the prevention of infectious dis-
ease and the teaching of principles of hiene and safety to the teaching of
skills that:are necessary for individuals and groups to maximize their
level of health, as well as the dissemidation of knowledge on, how to-
reduce risk, factors leading to chronic disease and how to manage a
chronic disease or disability:

-Health education is the communication of facts designed to provide a:
knowledgebase for health' activities which are aimed at increasing the
ability of consumers to make informed decisions affecting their personal,
family, and community Well-:being. The health education process which
incorporates inteilectial, psychological, and social.dimensions, is based
on scientific principles, and facilitates' behavio.01 change: needs for
health education rvary with age, geographic location, culture,, health
status, family composition; roles, life-stYlet, and resources.



"'Patient education one fiicet of health education which is designed
specifically for recipients of pre.ventiVe-, diagnostic, therapetitic,and/Or.
rchabilitativC .services. For exaMple, patient education assists an in-
dividual to understand his disability; to cope with symptoms, to prevent
complications, and to-make contact.with othersources of health informa-
tion."'

Opportunities for .health and safety 'education in the occupational
.health setting,both formally and informally, are unlimited. You, the oc-
cupational health :nurse, are in a key position to actively partieipate in
planning and implementing programs to prom?te general health mainte=
nancc and safe and healthful work practices for all plant persOnnel. The
health education program. should be based on assessment .of ernPloYee
needs, joint planning with other members , of the occupational health
team, implemdrifation of the program with' appropriate,teaching media,'
and evaluation techniques to measure the effectiVeness orthe program..

Informal Health Instruction

The one-tO-one teaching/learning relationship is most acceptable for
direct health instruction. This method provides the nurse additional op-
portunities to obterve the person seeking advice ,and it enhances', the..
'nurse patient relationship. The setting fOr.the'informal approach can be
anyWhere and at anytime ,,.during the preplacernent'physical'examina-,
titm or orientation to in -plant health services, at the time of an injury, on
returning from an illness/absence; or during the nurses' plant visits.

Subject information may include occupational or non- occupational
health and .safety matters. The nurse must bc prepared educationally to

ovide expert and current, knowledge- about the subject. If you 'are
lin ted in your ability to communicate unfamiliar, factsrefer the problem
to so cone with more expertise..

Forma( or Group. Instrudions

Grolp meetings for health education can be effective since they pro-
vide a opportunity for individuals to partiCiPate in diKuisions. Such
meetin may be held for sill employees or for small groups-with specific
interest, ike'weight reduction or stop-smoking pibjects.,A managemtnt-.,
employee committee will be useful in planning group meetings to advise,

ofthe nurse ot special interest subjects. Health education programs may fail
I;ecaUsctheyhave been based on topics that management chooses; some-
times without consideration for the emPloyeee interests. Assessing the

.

*American Nuries'. AssociatiOM Division4MIdical-Surgical Nursing.PractiCe and ihe
Division on Comnitinit iiialth Nursing'fiactice. The .Pridessional Nurse and Health
Education. Nnvernber, 1975. ANA Publication COde'..-V P-483000, American Nurses As-
sociation, Kansas City. -. I
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educational needs of the employee group is a necessary planning opera-
tion.

Films and other audio-visual media may be used successfully in group
education. To be effective, they muSt' be carefully selected, shown with
technical efficiency', and supplemented with discussion and interprets -,

tion: Films are available from various sources (see Appendix). The nurse
should be familiar with each film and be prepared td-lead a group discus-
sion. Posters, bulletin board displays, and the company paper are also
useful media. Attractive pamphlets on many health subjects are available
from public and voluntary health agencies at national, state, and local
levels. I nsura companies, professional associations, and governmental
agencies also make pamphlets available. * Every health unit should have
an attractive, well arranged pamphlet rack displaying take home material
of special interest to the worker. However, printed material must be rein-
fm. by the professional health person's making usc of: educational
methods to effect learning- and behavioral change.

Evaluating the success of the health education program is diffiCult.
Some ways to measure the effectiveness of a program are:

1. Use questionnaires, completed by the employees, which ask-what in
formation source influenced them or how effective "take home"
pamphlets were.

Compare sickness/absence insurancerates from the onset of the pro-
gram to the present.

3. Observe whether employees show increased interest in continuing
the program.

4. Note rate of requests. for new information.

5. Observe behavioral changes. For example, a yardstick evaluation of
an 'effective health education program developed to influenee
workers to stop smoking would be an increase in the number of "1
Quit" buttons worn by employees.

Safely Education

Although safety education is generally accepted as an integral part of
health education, in this Guide for the nurse new in occupational health,
safety education will be treated with special emphasis. Section 21 (a, b,
and c) of the Act is concerned with training and employee education. It
charges the Secretaries of DHEW and DOL with responsibilitiestfor pro-
grams to teach the importance of, tiod proper use of, adequate safety and

Tor sources of health and safety education, see the Appendix for national'health and
safety organizations which provide a 'variety of services-and materials useful for.health and
safety education programs.
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1).

health equipment; to educate and train employers and employees in ide
recognitionc.avoidance, and prevention of unsafe or-unhealthful working
conditions; and .also to qualify personnel to instruct the employers and
-em p I oyees.

For example, the OSHA Standards for,the protection of workers han-
dling or exposed to carcinogens list specific training requirements that
Must be carried out in any plant using a suspected cancer-causing agent.
Employers are responsible for educating theii- employee's about car-
cinogenic hazards and the precautions to be taken. Each standard for a
carcinogenic agent specifies the training and education to be. provided.

The plant nurse must be involved in, and have some responsibility for,
training and ation programs as required by OSHA. You will have to
learn mor than the employee is required to knowabout specific hazar-
dous agents, the types of hazards, the operations more likely to produce
hazardous exposures, the need for a medical surveillance program, de-
contamination practices and goals, and first-aid or emergency procedures
because you will hai teach employees how to protect themselves and
you will have to inter rest the safety program to the workers.

Teaching and motivating employees to use personal protective equip-
ment, clothing, and devices is difficult. However, nurses have a gafat in-
fluence on the attitudes of workers towards accepting changes. Very often
the occupational health nurse is the only health professional in the plant
and must assume the function of teacher, trainer, inspector, recorder, and
reporter of work conditions. The safety education and training program
is continuous and should be evaluated periodically to ensure that
employees exposed to toxic substances, for example, have current
knowledge of job hazards. Collaborating with the occupational health
team available within the plant with specialists in the community to
evaluate the programs is a nursing responsibill1y.

In addition to complying, with OSHA iigultv,ions for training and
education in safety, tli ri..rse is able to assess the safety needs of
employees through observation. :interviewing. tind analyzing records and
reports; identify patterns of accidents by departments and occupations;
communicate unsafe working conditions Iv, proper authorities; and main-
tain a safe work environment within. the occupationial health unit. Also,
the nurse should be a nienber of the safety committee. Membership in the
employee association and involvement in community projects having
safety implications for off-the-job safer.: are also advisable.

SUGGESTED READINGS.

American Nurses' Association, Division of Medical-Surgical Nursing
Practice and the Division' of Community Health Nursing Practice. The
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Professional Nurse and Health Education. 1975. Publication .Code

(
VP-483000, American Nurses' Association, Kansas City.

Anderson, R. C:, and G. W. Faush. Educational Psychology, the Science.
of Instruction and Learning. 1973. Dodd, Mead, and Company, New
York. ,..

'Program For Vision Conservation\
A planned Eye Health and Safety Program uses a multidisciplinary

effort to prevent blindness, protect and conserve vision, promote eye
health and safety, and assure that workers are placed in jobs where visual
safety requirements can be met. Goals and objectives for the program
should i9clude e views of management, labor and production, person-

nel, anal the saf
)

y and health team. Each discipline has assigned ac-
tivities, delegated responsibility and authority, and policies and pro-
cedures to be implemented. A method to evaluate the effectiveness of the
program is also essential.

A primary goal of t e vision conservation program is to protect the
eyes and prevent eye injuries to employees .at work. The OSHA Stan-
dards, Section 1910.133, Eye and Face Protectiort4 makes the 'use of per-
sonal protectiverequipment mandatory 'when, in the opinion of the
'employer, its use is necessary for the prevention of injury. But to comply
with the intent of the OSHA Standards, a total program for eye health
and safety should be irri ed.

The vision conservation pr gram should:

test vision initially on employment and retest vision periodically
assure that employees are not'assigne to jobs whose v:;sual require-
ments they cannot meet,
provide in-plant eye care services,
identify early signs and symptoms of eye disease and visual disor-
ders,
initiate prompt referrals for specialized eye cares
teach eye health and safety, and

t, protect and safeguard vision by providi,ng proper eyewear.

The occupational, health nurse cannot enforce the use of safety eyewear.
Only management can enforce the practice of wearing safety glasses or
goggles in compliance with OSHA regulations for all workers, shops, and
departments, where applicable. The employer should also know that he is
enforcing an efficient eye Program. For instance, he may want to know
that compensation costs for eye injuries can be reduced, or that
prescribed eyewear conforms to standards (set by the American National
Standards Institute, Standards for Eye Protection, Z-87.1, 1968, and\
adopted under the Act).
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Vision Testing.

Eye testing and vision screening may be done by the nurse or a techni-
cal person working in the health unit. There are available binocular in-
struments designed to test visual skills, and also the Snellen-type wall
charts which determine visual acuity. The binocular instrument measures
12 parameters of vision: near and far monocular and binocular visual
acuity, vertical and lateral phorias (muscle balance and eye coordina-
tion), depth perception, and color discrimination -- all performed with
and without corrective lenses. The choice of a vision screening instrument
depends on the personal -recommendations of the ophthalmologist or the
plant physician. These instruments come with complete instructions and
compatible recording systems. A sales representative may demonstrate its
use, assist in setting up the pitograin, and provide maintenance services
for the units.

Two important components of a vision screening program are: (I) the
recognition of- abnorMalities of visitor, eye diseases, eye defects, and
refractive errors; and (2) .prompt referral and follow-up to correct the
defect. Further, every employee should be given the opportunity to visit
the eye specialist of his choice and be re- examined for anew evaluation.

Screening for Glaucoma

Early detection of glaucoma, by nAns of tonometry, is rapidly becom-
ing an accepted and necessary part of industrial vision screening pro-
grams. At reaSt two percent of the population 35 years of age and over
(male and female) have kcreased intraoctilar pressure, which must be
controlled by medication. Eye examinations are no lOnger considered
complete or adequateunless the intraocular pressure is measured with the
SchiOtz or applanation tonometer. The' industrial medical departments
can provide mass screening- for &latiComa. Many occupational health
nurses have been trained to perf6rni the tests. Others, because of their
ability to handle routine emergency eye injuries, are quick to acquire the
skill of performing tonometry and to understand the importance of mak-
ing a prompt referral in the,eVent of positive findings. A glaucoma detec-
tion program should be planned according to the basic policies and pro-
cedures for vision conservation outlined thus far.

Fitting Eyes to the Job

A major goal of the eye health and safety program is to ascertain that
employees can meet the job's vision requirements. Vision demands of
specir.c jobs should be part of the job description just as any other job re-
quirement. The nut-Se in-industry must be familiar with the visual require-.
ments of the jobs. The employer must also feel certain that his workers
are given the proper eyewear to use when performing certain jobs. For ex -.
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ample: painters or carpenters who work overhead may need bifocals
placed at the top of the lens instead of their normal .corrective lenses. A
machinist or a timekeeper whose work is within a straight distance may
not need such an adjustment. .

The Consultant Ophthalmologist

The ophthalmologist is a specialist in industrial visirn protection. As
your consultant he gives care, including emergency care, to those..;.-

employees who have eyeyroblems, and he accepts all referrals. If the
cause is occupational, he determines the \ reason and the extent of the dis-
ability. He makes recommendations for program changes, writes specific
orders for careand treacment to be followed by the industrial medical
personnel, prescribes drfgs and solutions, reviews the nurses' standing
orders periodically, assists in training tht nurse or other Paramedical per-
sons, and selects or recommends the vision testing eqUipment and match-

., ing record system according to the plant needs. The ophthalmologist
knows and understands the harmful effects on vision of physical:, chemi-
cal, or biological agents used in the plant. He must recommend practices
for proper eye protection-and Make recommendations to. prevent harmful
exposures., .

The Optician

-'The optician makes prescribed eye glasses and fits them, either in the
plant or in his office. He makes readjustments and repairs and maintains
th e employees' eyewear. He does not treat eye problems or prescribe care.

Nursing Care for Eye injuries

This Guide cannot attempt to teach the nurs#e-how
to provide emergen-

cy care for eye injuries. A new nurse without such skills should receive .

sPecial training from an ophthalmologist, a skilled nurse in an eye clinic,
o an emergency room, and should also seek continuing education
cli)urses on eye care.

Common types of eye injuries in the plant are flOating or embedded
foreign bodies, thermal and chemical burns, flashburns due to ultraviolet
radiation exposures, contusions and lacerations, and conjunctivities (par-
ticularly a variety of conjunctivitis.commonly known as "pink-eye"). Im-
mediate care for an eye injury is imperative. The OSHA Standard, Sub-
part K, Medical and First Aid, 29 CFR 1910.151 c, states, "Where the
eyes or body of any person may be exposed to injurious corrosive
Materials, suitable facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes
and body shall be provided within the work area for immediate emergen-
cy use."

General nursing procedures in the care of eye injuries should be stated
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in a written medical directive to include:

preparing the patient for care,
assembling materials for treatment,

.0 assesing*the condition of the eye,
a. providing the ap opriate treatment,

using specific opht Imologicaldrugs and solutions,
, recording data acct ately,and

providing continuedcate.

In 1972, the National Society for the Prevention of Blindness,
(NSPB) with the assistance and cooperation of the AAIN, published a
manual, The Occupational Health Nurse and Eye Care," 2nd Edition.
The manual is very complete and the nursing procedures should be '
adopted into the nurse's own policy and procedure manual. The NSPB
also has available a statement of reasons why contact lenses,slld not be
worn in the plant'.

Nursing Responsibilities

In industry, the key person in the vision program is the nurse, who per-
forms the vision tests, provides emergency eye care and follow-up dare,
instructs about eye disease, and teaches workers eye health: The nurse
must also provide instruction to train first-aiders,to give emergency care
for ,eye injuries in her absence.. The nurse collaborates with the safety
department personnel on safety education programs, motivating workers
to wear eye proteetive devices, andthe availability and, WIC of emergency
eye fountains in the plant.

In addition, the nurse:
Kd

,

receives written medical directives or standing orders from either the
plant physician or the consultant ophthalmologist,

reviews these orders peril:I-. dically and is constantly alert for proper
use or misuse of ophthaln-i6o2,ical drugs and solutions,

provides eye health awi safety edutation,

supports enforcement of the rnacc:fatory "eyewear" policy,

.

refers special eye problem!, to, the.Ophdialmologist,

records and reviews eye injury, re',;,ords-and'reports, and.

checks and rechecks employees known defectS.
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SUGGESTED READINGS

Pamphlets: /

The National Society for the PreVention of Blindness, Inc. The Occupa-
tional Health NO Se and Eye Care, 2nd Edition. 1972. The National
'Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc., New York.

The National' Society for the Prevention of Blindness, 1977
Catalogue of'Publications and Films. 1977. TheNational Society for the
Prevention of Blindness, Inc., New York.

Other References:
tr.

American Journal of Nursing. Patient Assessment: Examination of the'
Eye. Part I, November, 1974; Part II, January, 1975. American Journal
of Nursing, Part I, 74(11):2039; Part II, 75(1):05. Reprints available
from: Atherican Journal of Nursing Company, Educational Series Divi-
sion, New York.

Kiefer, N. C., and W. S. Brayeman. Glaucoma: Experience with Tonome-
try in 909 ConsecutiVe Employee Patients.March, 1966. Journal of Oc-
cupational Medicine, 8(3):95.

Lee. J. A. Eye Health and Safety Programs. October, 1970. Occupational
Health Nursing, 18:7.-

Nichols, J-. E. ye Safety and the Law. Fall, 1973. The Sight Saving
Review, 43(3):1 8."
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Program For Hearing ;Conservation

Noise is generally defined as unwanted sound.:It is-an inescapable corn-
ponent of modern, mechanized life and is,one of the few hazards common
to almost all industries. It ranks with ail- and water pollution as one of the
great environmental dilemmas. The effects of -noise on hearing has long
been recognized: sources of hearing loss and other auditory damage are
well documented in the scientific literature, and many studies have shown
the levels and durations of noise that can cause such effects.

. Occupational hearing loss is a slowly induced deafness produced by ex-
posure to varying intensities of sound in the workplace, over a period of
time varying from months to years. Hearing loss may also be instan-
taneous, such as_that caused by a sudden, Thud explosion, which causes

. mechanical damage to the ear. Exposure to intense noise for an extended
period of time causes hearing loss which is either temporary, permanent,
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or a combination of both. Hearing loss is referred to as either a ten orary
threshold shift (TTS) or permanent threshold shift (PTS). -Tem orary
hearing loss means that the ability to hear will return tots pre-e posure
it.-vel when the person is absent from the source of noise fota eriod of

-time. In cases of permanent hearing loss, however, the threshold shift re-
mains permanent.

A disability arising from hearing loss results from the decreased ability
to identify spoken words or sentences. Speech is composed of frequencies
between the range of 250 to 3,000 Hertz*(Hz). (Hertz is a unit of measure-
ment of the frequency, sometimes referred to as cycles per sound (cps).)
Hearing loss from repeated exposure to excessively loud noise.ustial lyoc-
curs in the 4,000 Hz area. Since 4,000 Hz is highel'than the freqUency
range of the normal spO. ken voice, an individual may suffer a decrease in
hearing and not beware of it. Such hearing losses are detected by instru-

'mentation, as with an audiometer.

OSHA Noise Regulations

Under the Act OSHA promulgated the existing noise regulation from
the Walsh-Healey Act and extended its scope to cover all places of
employment. The .Standard for Occupational Noise and Exposure ap-
pears in the Code of Federal. Regulations, Title_29, (OSHA Safety and
Health Standards) Section;I 910.95. The current OSHA Standard permits
90 decibelS (dB) as the permissible noise exposure for an eight-hour work
day.

Section 1910.95(b)(3) of the current Standard states "in'all cases where
the sound levels exceed the values shown herein (Table G-16) a continu-
ing; effective hearing conservation program shall,be administered."

*Table G-16. Permissible Noise Exposures
Sound level

Duration per - dBA slow
day, hours response

8 90
6 92
4 QS

3 97
100

1-1/2 102
1 105
1/2 110
1/4 or less 115

i910.95). U.S. Department of

'Some authorities consider 90 dB per eight-hour day as too high and 85 dB as a safer limit.
NIOSH recommended, and OSHA proposed new 85 dB noise standards iii 1974, but as of
this printing, these have not yet been approved or promulgated -due primarily to the cum

of-evaluating noise trauma, in industrial populations..
'Source: OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR
Labor, Occupational'Safety and Health Administration.



When the Proposed, revised standard is'promulgated, basic require-
ments, as in other OSHA Standards, will be-written in specific terms. In
general, the.revised standard will state requirements for

the daily exposure limit to continuous noise,
the daily exposure limit to impulse noise,
noise level monitoring in the workplace,
calibration of monitoring instruments,
engineering controls (redesigning workplaces and Machinery),
administrative controls (changing work schedules and job assign-

,ments),
wearing hearing protection devices,
training Of pqrsonnej to become certified audiometric technicians,
baseline and periodic audiograms for all workers expdsed to noise:
levels above the standard, -
recordkeeping, including record .retention,
notification to all employees who have been exposed to excessive
noise levels,,lnd
employee access to exposure records..,

Prevention and Control

Occupational hearing loss can be ptevented. The goal in industrial
hearing conservation must be the prevention of any loss of hearing due to
the worker's occupation; a.poit the early recognition and appropriate refer
ral for hearing loss due to any other cause.

Excessive noise can also cause physiological problems other than hear-
ing loss. It can have an effect on emotions, produce irritability, increase
blood pressure and heart rate, and produce nausea. Noise causes psy-
chological damage and psychosomatic illnesses, all of which can seriously
disrupt the Worker's job performance. This area of noise research has
been limited because no long term, serious effects on health, other than
noise- induced hearing loss, hav6 yet been demonstrated.

A hearing conservation program requires team effort. The physician,
industrial hygienist, safety engineer;and occupational health nurse have
important roles, each contributing their special knowledge to, prevent and
to control occupational hearing loss. The employer and union officials
must also provide day-by-day support to the team members. The in-
dustrial hygienist, or the safety specialist has the respbnsibility to perform
noise surveys in the work environment, monitor areas producing ex-
cessive- noise, assist in identifying workers exposed to, excessive noise, and

,assure that the noise instrumentation and equipment meet required
OSHA specifications.

O
.6

The physician should advise and recommend to the plant manager a
medically satisfactory hearing conservation program that meets the legal
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requirements of OSHA. The physician is responsible for the selection of
the equipment; i.e., the sound-proof room for testing, the audiometer, the
personal protective devices, and the record forms. He is; also responsible.
for interpreting audiogram tracings and for choosing an otologic Consul-
tant.

The nurse needs specific training to implement the hearing conserva-
tion program. InduStrial audiometry should be performed only by ap-
propriatelY-trained persons:. To do less may result in legally invalid
audiograms. Programs to certify audiometric technicians and nurses are
in existence in most areas of the country. The Intersociety Committee on
Audiometric Technician Training for the Council for Accreditation of
Occupational Hearing TechniCians provides such training.

Nursing Responsibilities

Much of the success of the hearing conservation program will depend
on the nurse's competence, ability to motivate a cooperative spirit among
Rersonnel, and sincerity in safeguarding employees from hearing loss.

The nurse responsible fora hearing conservation program shall:

1. become certified in audiometric testing,
2. collaborate with the occupational team in planning the program,
3. assist in promoting the program using health educatiOn-princi-

ples, techniq9es, and materials,
. 4. before testing, examine the outer ear, the external meatus and the

tympanic membrane for evidence of cerumen or other abnor-.
malities (the nurse must receive training in assessment 'skills to
perform the ear examination),

5: remove excess cerumen (as indicated by the medical directiVes),
6, conduct audiometric testing,
7. maintain the records of atidiometric measurements,
8. select and fit hearing protective devices after examination of the

ear,
9. instruct' employees in the use and care of ear plugs and ear muffs,

10. refer employees having abnormal aticliograms to the physician,
11. assist the employer in complying with OSHA regulations and

specifications,
12. alert management to unusual audiometric findings on groups of

workers by department location, and'
13. re-evaluate program effectiveness periodically and make ap-

propriate changes.

!IF:



SUGGESTED READINGS

Books:

American industrial Hygiene Association. Industrial Noise Manual, 3rd
Edition. 1975. American Industrial Hygiene Association, Akron..

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service,
Center for Disease Control, 'National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health. Occupational Exposure to Noise. NIOSH. Criteria for a
Recommended Standard. 1972. DHEW ( NIOSH); Publication No. ?

(HSM) 73-11001, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

Sataloff, J., and P. Michael. Hearing Conservation. '1973. Charles C.
Thomas Publications, Springfield.

United States Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration. Noise, The Environmental Problem, A Guide to OSHA
Standards. 1972. U.S. Department of Labor, (OSHA) No. 2067, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public
Health_ Service, Center for Disease Control, National Institute for Oc-
cupational Safety and Health..A Guide to the Work-kelatedness of Dis-
ease. 1976: DHEW (NIOSH) Publication No. 77-123, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington; -D.C.

Other References:

Murphy, A. J. A Guide for Nurses in a Hearing Conservation Program.
October, 1963. American Association of Industrial Nurses Journal,
11(10):20.

,M urphy, A. J. The Identity of the Nurse in an Industrial Hearing Conser-
,vation Program. May, 1969. Occupational Health Nursing, 17:32.

Nelson, R. A.' The Practical Side of Hearing Conservation. May/June,
1975. The International Journal of Occupational 'Health and Safety,.
44(3):7

Immunization

Immunization practices as a preventive health measure are necessary
. and can be prcivided at little cost. However, it is also necessary to have a
written policy for the immunization program and practices. The kinds of
preventive protection given most frequently in industry are for tetanus,
influenza, poliomyelitis, and special immunizations for employees travel-
ing overseas. Some employers also provide immunizations-for personnel
working in outside areas where they are exposed to poison ivy and poison
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oak. A tetanus immunization program is widely. a
immunization

accepted in industry. Ac-
tive mmunization with tetanus toxoid gives the best protection. Workers
who have been actively immunized against tetanus should receive a
-booster after traumatic injury.

The preplacement health history should 'reflect past immunizations of
the employee. Plant policy shotild, call for a signed consent form and a
system for updating immunizations: It is suggested that the immunization
practices correspond 'with current CDC policies. * AdditiAtally, an
employer may wish to participate in community-wide immunization pro- .

grams at the request of, and in cooperation with, a local medical society
or community health agency.

If you are the nurse in a hospital-based occupational health program,
immunization practice's for hospital workers are more specific. Recom7
mended immunizations for, hospital workers are:

smallpox every. three years for employees exposed to patients,
diphtheria-tetanus booster every ten years,
*Oral polio, cdmplete series (no booster dose needed), and
special immunizations as indicated by' .epidemics or unusual
laboratory conditions, such as immune serum globulin for the con-
trol of hepatitis A.

Nursing-respOrisibilities to be considered during a planned immuniia-
tion program. are:

a Insure that employees can read the inforniation on the informed con:
sent form.

Answer questionsemployees may have regarding the vaccine, such as
benefits,.normal risks, contraindications, or alternatives.

See that a physician is on the premise while the program is on-going.

Provide an eniergency tray equipped to control sensitivity.reactions.

Know about dose and"time intervals, reactions, contraindications;
and methods of inoculation.

SUGGESTED READING

Benenson, A. S. Control of Communicable Disease in Man. 1975. The
American Public, Health AssOciation, Washington, D.C.

Eniployee Rehabilitation

Both the employer and the employee have a vital interest in rehabilita-

p
'Current immunization practices are available from the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta. Sec Appendix for address.



Lion. Rehabilitation .Should restore the affected employee's health ;

work capacity to the fullest extent possible. The employer' has a direct
responsibility for the Jehabllitationpf an employee Suffering from an oc-
cupational illness or injury, as well as interest 'in.helping to
rehabilitate_ non-occupationally disabled employees. Absende froM work.
coin be costly regardless of the cause. .

It is generally accepted that rehabilitation is the restoration of a 'han-
dicapped individual's fullest physical, mental, social, vocational, and
economic usefulness. The delivery of rehabilitation services is a complex
Process based on the teamwork of specialists and other personnel.
IdeallY,.rehabilitation.shouldbegin at the time of injury aridcontinue.nn-..
di maximum. efficiency is gained. Realistically, this is sometimes
ble, but it should nevertheless' be a goal.. The best possible care shall be
administered at the time of injury to prevent disabilities froM Occuring, It
is essential'. to Broperly position and protect the 'injured areas of the
employee. The occupational health nurse can have a great deal of in-
fluence on the attitude of severely injured employees .by instilling .trust
and confidence in the care and supervision they will be receiving.

Nursing responsibilities do.not end after primary care has been given to
an injured worker, but continue throtigh.the. coordinated efforts of the
employer, plant physician, and comm unity health specialist. Hospitalized
employees should be assured that their -supervisors, .Sco-workers,.
and. plant nurse -and physician are looking forward to their return to
work.'

.Physicians often'permit an earlier return to work, or employees with
minor disabilities may.cOntinue to work; when a nurse and rehabilitation
services are availablein the plant. This' is especiallY. true when injury to-
the musculoskeletal system' occurs; as in bursitis, arthritis, myositis,
tenosynovitis, dislocations, contusions, sprains, and .strains.. When the
physician prescribes .a physiCal therapy program for an employee' in -diS-
tresS'the nurse can provide the treatment or combination of treatments to
obtain'. the 'desired effects.

Nursing activities ja. rehabilitation include providing constant
assurance and hop; that the returning-Worker maybe able to'perforni the
job. COunSCling is necessary to determine what the employee knows and
understands and what he is able to accept about any physical limitations.
The' nurse explains that-temporary set -backs in progress and that the emo-
tional reactions perienced are not unusual.

An nurse continues to prpvide. care by using-tbein-
...plant resources pi escribedby the attending physician. Many occupational'
health faCilities are equipped with physical therapy modalities such as
devices to produce-heat or cold, hydrotherapy,' electrotherapy, exercise,
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and massage-. The nurse should also understand. basic principles olphysk
cal, medicine in order to participate',in planned rehabilitation and also
must know the Precautions and contraindications for such procedures, as
when the patient is receiving medications.

An occupational illness, resulting from an unsafe occupational ex-,
posure, also creates many dkabling medical conditions. Chronic obstruc-
tive lung diseases are currently of major concern. Smoking habits of many
workers contribute to the severity of lung diseases. Screening techniques
such is lung-function testing and periodic 'Medical surveillance aid in
early case discovery and diagnosis. Utilization of early rehabilitation
principfes to control and restore 'ade9Auate lung funCtion for chronic
respiratory diseases is,equally iniportZt.

Signs anti symptoms of beginning asthma, bronchitis, and ernphys ma
may, in reality, indicate chronic obstructive hang diseases. Measures to
restore vital capacity should be a part Of a tota rehabilitationprogram
with necessary assessment and diagnosis throu the use of available car-
diopulmonary clinics. The nurse in industry can en follow throug ith
the Medical plan to assist workers with chronic rt.spiratory'con ions..

Other nursing functiohs in general rehabilitative processes may be to
superv,ise exercises, measure the progress of joint movement, assist witht
care of a;prosthesis, and encourage the work.er to be involved in his own.
Plan for regaining health.

W4here an empkVee cannot returnt.6 a previous job, either temporarily
or permanently, the nurse can help in the adjustment to anew job by, pro-
Viding reassurance and explaining the necessity for.the change. Referrals.
to vocational centers and job retraining centers in the community are
vitally important in these cases, State Vdcatibnal Rehabilitation Agen
tics provide a variety olservices (e.g., diagnOstic, mediCal and surgical, -

-psychologiCal, Rtiysical -restoration, vocational' counseling and evalua-
tion, education atraining,.and t and job placement),.The agencies also pro-
Vide appliances, tools, and.equipment.

SUGGESTED READINGS

Books:

Garret; and E. S. Levine. Rehabilitation Practices' with the
.Physically Disabl....A. 1973. Columbia Univergity,Pfess, New. york.

Rusk, H. A. Rehai litation lyledicine, 3rd Edition. 1971; C. Mosby,
Co., St. Louis.

Other Referent:



Qernhardt, J. H. 'The Role of the OcCupational Health Nurse in
Employee Rehabilitatio SeptemSer, 1975. Occupational Health Nurs-
ing, 23(9):9.

Use of Community Resources

Occupational health. nurses 'frequently mer.iion use of community
resources" as a catchall for any health related activity which takes place
outside' of the plant. The nurse should have current information about
local community resources and sources of assistance to employees, and
make that information available to employees. A planned procedure to
make a referral and receive feedback is more efficient than merely offer-
ing advice. A well designed referral form aids in monitoring continued
care, and in communication between client, agency, and occupational
health nurse.

A community. health diretlory provides valuable information. Such a
directory is usual ly.available from the local health department (the offi-
cial tax-supported agency), or from a .yolUntary health agency (the non-

privately funded agency). These directories piovide a listing of
all knoWn health and welfare facilities and resources: hospitals, am- .

bulatory services, neighborhood health centers, prepaid group health or
HMO's health planning groups, and health personnel specialists. Perti--
nent data include the purpose, resources,and services offered to the com-
munity.

With'the passing of Public Law 93-641, the "National Health Planning
and Resources Development Act" of 1974, data about all community
health resources and facilities will be collected. The local health planning,
groups of the HealthSystexns Agency (HSA), plan for; and help to imple-
ment, the, development pf thoSe health resources in the area including
manpower, facilities, and services and are a valuable informafion source
fOr residents of th6 health planning area

The nurse's concern for community health also encompasses concern
for environmental health. Today:s industrial organization is committed
to the protection of the general environment of the community, as stated
in the AMA's "Scope, Objectives, and Functions ofOccupational Health
Programs" (page 26). The'environmental/occupational health division of
the local health department provides direct services and consultation to
industrial plants. When environmental health specialists are not availa-

in-plant, the nurse should cpllaborate with the employer and the
health department to provide technical assistance and services for oc-
cupational health and safety problems.

When it is not feasible to conduct in-plant health screening services,
community health . screening programs should be made available to -



employees. Frequently, a voluntary agency is most willing to bring
screening services to-the industry; for example, a skin testing program ff:r
tuberculosis, a program for diabetes detection, or a hypertension screen-
ing program. The occupational health nurse can interpret, promote, and
assist in planning such programs. The nurse can atso coordinate these ser-
vices and act as a liaison to provide follow-up and referral- services.

Additional nursing responsibilities:

1. Contribute to continuing care by assisting- employees to enter a
health service delivery system.

2. Communicate with health agencies, the employees' fanily, and the
private physician, hospital, and clinic to be assured that the
employee is receiving adequate care.

3. Interpret, advise, and assist employees to accept and understand
their care plans.

4. Coordinate plant preventive health programs with community ser-
vices and resources.

5. 'fake active part in community health programs, attend .meetings,
serve on committees, and hold offices in organized groups.

6. Interpret to management the health needs of workers and the
resources of the comm unity.

7, Interpret occupational health concepts to community health persim-
N

nei.

SUGGESTED READINGS
Books:

Freeman, R. B. Community Health Nursing Practice. (Chapter 21.) 1970.
W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia.

Herman, H., and M. McKay. Community Health Services. .1968. Interns -

tional City Managers Association, Washington, D.C.

Tinkham, C. W., and E. F. Voorhies. Community Health Nursing,
Evolution and Process. 1972. Meredith Corp., New York.

The Expanded Role of the Occupational Health Nurse
O.)

Providing the best nusing care possible has always been the primary
concern of professional nurses. Because of this concern, nursing has kept
pace with the changes the health care delivery system has undergone in
responding to society°., health needs. Nurses with specialized education,
training, and experience have expanded their roles and increased the
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level of their functions. The change from traditional nursing practiceto
the expanded role for the professional nurse is a dramatic movement.
With this change, some confusion has been noted regarding terminology,
levels of preparation, credentials, legal considerations, and re..ltionships
between physicians and nurses.

This unit describes the evolution of the expanded role for nursing prac-
tice beginning with a discussion of the Federal government's early con-
cerns, the professional nursing organizations clarification of termwand
continuing with an overlay of these and other concepts upon occupational
health nursing practice.

In T-97 I , the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health,. Education,
and Welfare appointed a committee to bring together leaders from the
professions of nursing, medicine, hospital administration/and allied
health to determine the new responsibilities and the relationships of
nurses in expanded -roles. The committee, TheSeeretary's Committee.to
Study Extended Roles for Nurses, published a report: "Extending the
Scope of Nursing Practice" (November, 1971). The report carefully ex-
amines both broadening the range and contributions of nursing, and over-
coming the complex barriers that stand in the way of achieving that goal.

The folloiving sections, excerpted in part from the Committee's report,
define the elements of nursing practice in primary, acute, and long-term
care.

Primary Care

"One of the most important opportunities for change in the c rrent
system of health care involves altering the practice of nurses and hysi-
cians so that nurses assume considerably greater responsibility for
delivering primary health care services. The term Primai-y Care as used in
this paper has two dimensions: (a) 'a person's first contact in any given
episode of illness with the health care system that leads to a decision of
what must be done to help resolve his problem; and (b) the responsibility
for the continuum of care, i.e., maintenance of health, evaluation and
management of symptoms, and appropriate referrals."

The nurse's primary care functions include:

'12-outine assessment of the health status of individuals and families.

"Institution of care' during normal pregnancies and normal deliv-
eries, provision of family, planning services, and supervision of

- health care of normal .chilciren..

"Management of care for selected patients within protocols mutually
agreed upon bri nursing and medical personnel, including prescrib-
ing and providing care and making referrals as appropriate..



"Screening patients, having problems requiring differential medical
diagnosis and medical therapy. The recommendatiormsulting from"
such screening activities is based on data gathered and evaluated
jointly by physicians and nurses.

"Consultation and collaboration with physicians, other health pro -'
fessionals, and the public in planning And instituting health care pro-
grams:"

Acute Care

."the role of the nurse in acute care is in many ways more clearly-
defined than it is in other areas of health care. Acute care consists of those
services that treat the acute phase of illness or disability and has as its
purpose the restoration of normal life processes and functions."

The.
'nurse's

acute care functions include:

"Securing and recording a health and developmental, history and
making a critical evaluation of such records as an adjunct to plan-
ning and carrying out a health care regimen in collaboration with
medical and other health professionals.

"Performing basic physical and psychosocial assessments and
translating the findings into appropriate nursing actions.

"Discriminating between normal and abnormal findings on physical
and psychosocial assessments and reporting findings when sappropri-
ate.

"Making/prospective. decisions about treatment in collaboration
with plisicians, e.g., prescribing symptomatic treatment for coryza,
pain, headache, nausea, etc.

"I nitiatinglactiuns within a protocol developed by medical and nurs-
ing personinel, such as making adjustments in medication, ordering
and interpreting certain laboratory tests, and prescribing certain
rehabilitative and restorative measures."

Long Term Care

"Long, term care consists those services designed to provide
symptomatic treatment, maintenance, and rehabilitative services for pa-
tients of all age, groups in a variety of health care settings." The Commit-
tee report also lists long term care functions including assessment, initiat-
ing requests for procedures, interpreting laboratory findings, conducting
clinics for screening of health problems, assuming nursing responsibilities
for continued care, and initiating referral.

Since 1971, the overall acceptance of the movement from the tradi-
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tional role to the expanded role is reflected in the proliferation of educa-
' tional programs, both long term and short term, designed to prepare
I .registered nurses to work in an expanded role.'

In 1974, the American Nurses' Association Congress for Nursing Pracz-
tice** further defined milting roles as follows:

"The Congress for Nursing Practice presents the following definitions
, it believes cc.,Ttitute the first step toward an orderly process to insure

{.

uniformity o definitions for practitioners, employers, and. consumers.
II The Congress 'realizes that these definitions undoubtedly will have to'be

updated in the future to accommodate progress in the health care field,"

Roles in Practice

"Practitioners of professional, nursing are registered ,nurses who prq-
vide direct care to clients utilizing the nursing process in arriving at,deci-
sions. They work in a collegial and collaborn'' e relationship with Other
health professionals to determine.health care needs and assume respon-
sibility for nursing care. In the course of their practice, they assess the
effectiveness of actions taken, identify and carry out systematic investiga-
tions of clinical prOblems, and engage in periodic review of their own
contributions to health care and those of their professional peers."

Nurse Practitioners

"Nurse practitioners have advanced skills in the assessment of the
physical and psychosocial health- illness status of individuals, faniilies or
groups in a variety of settings through .health and development history
taking and physical examination. They are prepared for these special
skills by formal continuing education which adhere_ s to ANA approved
guidelines, or in a baccalaureate nursing program."

Nurse Clinicians

"Nurse clinicians have well-developed competencies in utilizing a
broad range of 'Cues. These cues are used for prescribing and implement-
ing both direct and .indirect nursing care and for articulating nursing
therapies with other planned therapies. Nurse cliniciaRs demonstrate ex-
pertise in nursing practice and insure ongoing development of expertise
through clinical experience and continuing education. Generally,
minimal preparation for this role is the baccalaureate degree."

'A Directory of Programs Preparing Registered Nurses for Expanded Roles. 1974. Pre-
pared jointly by the Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, School of Medicine,
State University of New York, Buffalo; and the Health Resources Administration. Bureau
of Health Manpower and Division of Nursing (DHEW, PHS).
"The American Nurses' ASsociation, Congress for Nursing Practice. May. 1974. Ameri-
can Nurses' Association, Kansas City.



Al!,.z.s'e Specialists

nurse specialist ; .tre primarily clinicians with a high degree of
knowledge, and competence in a specialized area of nursing. These
are _made directly available to the public through the provisiqn of nursing
care to clients and indirectly available through guidar.ce and planning of
care with other nursing personnel. Clinical nurse specialists hold a
master's degree in nursing preferably with an emphasis in clinical nurs-
ing.'-

Occupational. Health

Opportunities for re .e expansion f().: tl./eoc.'upalional health nurse
need not be limited to primary.care, but ent..;inpass acute care and
long term_ care.

Today's occupational health nurse, operating in an expanded role acs a
professional nurse practitioner, provides direct care to employees or to
groups of employees. The nurse practitioner engages in independerit deci-
sion making about the nursing care needs of workers and collaborateS
with other health professionals in determining plans for care and in=
stitutes health care programs.

Many health programs in industry lend themselves to the fullest
,

utilization of the nurse practitioner. Specifically, planned occupational
health program acivities can be develOped, implemented, and evaluated
by the nurserThe protocols for such programs shouldbe mutually agreed..
upon by the physician and nurse. Program responsibilities are in the
following areas:

health examinations (preplacement, periodic, etc.),
medical monitoring for the- prevention and control of oecupatibnal
illness caused by exposures o toxic substances,
health screening for early detection of disease,
mental health and crises intervention,

, counseling for health and personal problems,
health and safety education which modifies behaVior,
management and treatment regimens for occupational injury and

.

ill -
ness, and
health maintenance through preventive health .programs.

o

The HEW Committee report emphasizes the iniportance of increasing
skills through ,theory and practice, as-'stated: "Assumption of these.
responsibilities requires that nurses so engaged have knowledge and re-
quisite skills for:

eliciting and recording a health history;
making physical and psychoSocial assessments, recognizing the range
of "normal" and the manifestations of common abnormalities;.
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o assessing-family relationships and home, school, and work environ-
ments;

O interpreting selected laboratory findings;
O making diagnoses, choosing, initiating, and modifying selected

therapies;
O assessing community resourcesjAndineeds for health:care;
o proViding emergency treatment as appropriate, such as in cardiac ar-

rest, shock, or hemorrhage; and
providing appropriate information to the patient'1 and. his family
about a diagnosis or plan of therapy."

Occupational health nurses have, for many years, prat ced in an inde-
pendent role. Many of the skills mentioned here have been erformed by
the nurse in day-to-day activities necessary to.provide the be care possi-
ble for employees. Throughout this Guide for new nurses in industry, the
importance of additional training to perform new skills or the acquisition
of further knowledge to assume new responsibilities has been stressed.

Physical ,assessment skills for the nurse; as used in primary care, is a
beginning. As the new nurse moves 'up from staff level to supervision to
consultation and administration, additional skills, knowledge, and
resources must be 'acquired. The future of the occupational health nurse
will depend on the nurse's own response and willingness to continue to
improve, and demonstrate leadership competencies so urgently needed to
assure a safe.and healthy work environment for employees in the Nation's
indusirieS.

SUGGESTED READINGS

Brown, M. L. The Extended Role of the Nurse in Occupational Mental
Health Programs. December, 1971. Industrial Medicine, 40:9.

J. A., and G. H. Gallings. Nurse Clinicians in Industry. 1971.
American Journal of Nursing, 71:8.

Lewis, C. E., and B. A. Resnik. Nurse Clinics and Progressive Ambulato-
ry Patient Care. 1967. New England Journal Medicine, 277:1236.

Secretary's Committee to Study Extended Roles for Nurses. Extending
the Scope of Nursing Practice - A Report of the Secretary's Committee to
Study Extended Roles for Nurses. 1971. DHEW Publication No. (HSM)
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CHAPTER III

THE WORK SETTING

A HISTORY OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH*
At the turn of the century, the United States was still a -predominantly

agricultural country. But farm machinery and improved farming
methods were steadily reducing the proportion of agricultural workers.

Mushrooming of cities signifiedthe changing character of the Nation.
When Lincoln was first inaugurated, fewer than one-sixth of the people of
the United States lived in cities with.populations of 8,000 or more. Forty
years later, ore than one-third of the people lived in cities of this size.

TheAmerican city itself was changing. Once it had been primarily a
residential and trade center. Now foundries, factories, and mills created
a new Industrial metropolis, whose towering smokestacks marked the
coming of a new age.

Industrial plants provided work for the growing city population. In
1860, there were only about 1,500,000 industrial workers in the United
States. By 1900, the n Aber .had risen to more than 5,500,000.

The backbone, of industry was the mining and processing of minerals.
By 1900, the United States was producing more than one-third of the
world's yearly supply--of iron and steel.

Mttals were fabricated into the machine and tools of the industrial age.
In 1860, the United States had little more than one billion dollars in-

-vested in manufacturing. Fifty years later, this had risen to 12 billiOn dol-
lars, and The 'value of manufactured products had increased -15 times
over.

Industry expanded rapidly to keep up with the enormous demand for
industrial products. Rapid growth fostered make-shift arrangements.
Moi-e and more workers were crowded into old facilities, or flimsy addi-
tions were thrown up to accommodate expansion.

A great tide of immigration supplied needed workers to the burgeoning
plants, factories; railroads, and mines. These new citizens also created a

.vast new market for manufactured goods. Between 1890 and 1914, over

'NO'T'E: This brief history traces soma of the significant developments affecting the health
of American workers and has beenexcerpted from "50 Years of Occupational Health."
1964. U.S. Department Of Health, Education; and Welfare, Public Health Service, Divi-
.sion of Occupational Health, Washington. D.C.
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16,500,000 immigrants from all over the world poured into the country.
In one year alone, 1907, 1,285,000 persons began a new life in America.

As the Nation surged ahead into the Industrial Age, c,.er increasing
and expanding production became the goal of the new economy. The
worker spent long houtl-s of work in an environment contaminated by the
dirt and. wastes of the industrial process. Because few plants provided
washrooms, he carried home these industrial wastes on his skin, and hair,
and clothing.

^ Dust, grime, smoke, and noxious fumes were regarded as the necessary
by-produotg of an industrialized society. Little was known, and few were
concerned, about the effect of these conditions on human life, and
employers were not legally responsible for the safety or health of their
workers:

Dirty, dusty conditions were hot the only health hazards in the early
factories. Extreme heat or cold, dampness, noise, bad lighting, poor ven-
tilation, and overcrowding were common. One early observer remarked
that "workers must be in cellent health when they begin otherwise
they couldn't last a year

In some plants, children outnumbered adult workers. They labored
Under the same conditions and,like their elders, spent most.of each day at
their jobs. Twelve- to fourteen-hour work-shifts often seven days a.
week - were common.

Workers were aware of the health hazards in certain work. Such terms
as "miners' asthma," "brass-founders' ague," "hatters' shakes," and
"filecutters' paralysis" were part of their language and experience. But
workers had families to support, and dangerous jobs often paid higher
wages.Many felt that to change jobs would be merely to exchange one set
of hazards for anpthek

Employers realized that industrial workers suffered bad health and
early deatiL.,But these misfortunes were usually attributed to the personal
habits of the workers or conditions in their bomes.

Medical opinion also tended to ignore the health aspects of work. Even
when industrial diseases and disabilities were identified, they were
ascribed to other causes. The statistical evidence, however, was over-
whelming. The industrial worker's life span was short. In some trades,
death in the 30's was 'common. In practically 41 trades, the worker's
useful life was shortened, for many who lived into their 40's and 50's had
serious disabilities. which made work impossible.

The Public Health Service investigation ou -:itions in mining,
stonecutting, and cement mar :acture, began i.)`Tht tarty 1900's, as-one
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of the first scientific studies of occupational health hazards. The study
contributed much basic knowledge on silicosis and the other killing or
disabling respiratory diseases which afflicted so many workers- in the
dusty trades.

An early survey of a group of lead smelting plants employing about
7,400 workers revealed some 1,800 cases of lead poisoning. Lead had
been recognized as a poisonous material since ancient times, but these
20th century plants provided no protection to workers. Thousands of
workers in other trades using lead or lead compounds were also,
unprotected. Of 1,800 pottery workers studied, almost 22 percent
suffered from lead poisoning.

In time, the lead poisoning toll in industry was reduced with the in-
troduction of preventive measures such as exhaust ventilation, regular
medical examinations, and education of the worker.

A 1914 study of conditions in the garment industry showed a high inci-
dence of tuberculosis among the workers. Attention was focused on
unhealthy working conditions poor light and ventilations overcrowd-
ing, and lack of sanitary facilities which contributed to the high tuber-
culosis rate. The study helped to pave the way for 'abolishment of the
"sweatshop."

Labor Department investigators studying working conditions of
women and children discovered 16 cases of phosphorus poisoning among
workers in the match industry. Further investigation revealed an addi-
tional-150 cases, including four deaths. In 1912, shortly after the report
was published, Congress placed a high tax on whit(' phosphorus matches,
and companies in the United States adopted the harmless substitute which
the European industry had been using for years.

During the 1920's there was a serious ou, )reak of radium poisoning in
the watch industry. In one plant employing 800 persons, 48 cases of
radium poisoning developed, with 18 deaths. In another plant, 20 died;
sixteen were girls who painted the Luminous dials, and for were chemists
or physicists. Findirgs of occupational health studies led to the adoption
of practices to prevent health damage.

Mercury poisoning had been notorious for centuries among workers in .

the felt hat industry, where mercury was used in solution to improve the
felting quality of fur. The mental effects and characteriStic tremors asso-
ciated with mercurialiSm gave rise to the expression, .."mad as a hatter."
As recently as 1937, examination of 544 hatters employed in representa-
tive hat factories in the United States revealed that more than 10 percent
suffered from some degree of mercury poisoning. Non-toxic chemicals
have since replaced mercury in ,)he felting process.



The growing strength of the labor movement accelerate the drive for
healthful working conditions and enlightened industrial leadership
recognized the need for worker protection, Both labor and industry

'cooperated with Federal and state:health authorities to control o'ccupa-..
tional disease.

As the public became.more aware of potential hazards in the work-en-
vironment, States began to provide for occupational disease coverage in
their workmen's compensation laws.

America was on the threshold of a new age of technology, which
brought with it new and complex 'health hazards for the worker and a
great new challenge in the field of occupational health. Newindustries in-
troduced new, and even more hazardous materials and conditions.

Old hazards reappeared in the new industries. Lead was used in the
manufacture of storage batteries anq rubber; and workers in these indus-
tries began to suffer from lead poisoning.

The development of X-ray tubes, fluorescent lamps, and many other
new products introduced new inateltls into industry. These were often
widely used before they were studied for toxic effects. Some such as

ryllium, manganese, cadmium, and selenium, proved to be highly dan-.
gerous when used without adequate protection.

Certain chromium compounds the chromates and bichromates --
became essential to many industrial processes and were widely used in
electroplating, photography, and leather tanning. Skin lesions and ulcers
were common among chromate workers, and the cancer rate was much
higher than among workers in other industries.

The giant petroleum industry helped to change the face, and the pace,
of America. A:*mobiles, airplanes, and the fuels that powered them,
re ..olutionized fralisportation. No industry had ever before produced
such a variety of useful and potentially dangerous materials. A
multitude of petroleum -by-products -- paraffin, oils, solvents, greases,
dyes, pigments, insecticides, and drugs -- brought unfamiliar hazards to
the wOrker.

Solvents, including naphtha, benzene, alcohol, acetone, and many
others, were used An thousands of new industrial processes. These ranged
from the extraction of oil from vegetable meals to the production of
plastics, paints, explosives, and pharmaceuticals. But the same volatile
properties that make solvents so useful as cleaners, thinners, and dryers
also made them dangerous when used without adequate protection.

The modern chemical industry, based largely on petroleum, sooh sur-
passed even its parent industry in the number and variety of its products.
The magic-wrought by chemical research transformed American life with
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synthetic fibers, plastics, and antibiotics. The products of chemistry gave
birth to whole new industries, where hundreds of thousands of workers
could suffer if the new compounds proved dangerous.

Products of the chemical industry made farming a scientific, and poten-
tially hazardous, occupation. Each year, millions of tons' of pesticides,
animal feeds, and fertilizers are used by farmers. The widespread use of
:chemicals, together with the use of machines, subjects the modern farmer
to many of the hazards. faced by the industrial worker.

With the harnessing of nuclear energy, thousands of workers were using
radioactive materials with safety. Earlier' experience with radioactive
substances, such as those used in the watch industry, had made protection
possible.

However, the dangers' of radioactivity revealed. themselves in a new
work environment. On the Colorado Plateau, miners and mill workers
faced hazards in producing uranium fOr America's atomic industry. . . .

Radon, a radioactive gas several times as heavy as air, appears to be the
most serious health threat in uranium mining, and . the techniques to
reduce 'the danger of radiation have been applied in Many mines as a
result of a Federal study. The investigation issontinuing-to develop new
knowledge which.will help our own and future generations work safely in
the Atomic Age:

HoweVer, the danger of industrial poisoning. has not vanished com-
pletely. Research in toxicology Can .scarcely keep paCe with the rapid in-
troduction of new, and potentially hazardous material into industry:
Furthermore, our knOwledge of the long-range effects of toxic exposure is
incomplete.

New processes, new sources of energy, and the pSychological and social
stresses of the modern age are creating unforeseen problems of a type and
complexity never before encountered in. any consideration of worker
health.

Although the health of the American ,worker is better than it has ever
been,,old and..ne%*V health hazards eelated to his occupation still exist and
are often ignored because of misunderstanding, apathy, or overconfi-
dence. Where the science and skill which created America's industrial
miracle are applied to the problems' of occupational health, the worker's
,health may be protected, tand even improved, by his work environment.

Many plants have their own programs to prevent occupational disease
and injury and to treat them when they do occur. Some have established
outstanding records of protecting their workers from health damage.
Many companies have found that occupational health programs are ex-
cellent investments because they reduce costly absenteeisni and even in-
crease production. Although most programs were established to provide
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only emergencyAre or treatment for occupationally related problems,
the programs tend to expand to include preventive health services.
'However, even in this age of great industrial operations, most American
workers are iiinployed. in small plants those with less than 500
workers. Few of these provide adequate health protection. . .

In an indusa=ial society, industry serves as .a giant laboratory where
scientists can see and study, in the developing stage, the environmental
conditions which will affect the entire society.

Protection of the worker from new and hazardous materials will con-
tinue to bea serious problem in the years-ahead. However, we have
already learnedthat man can work safely with such materials when scien-
tific "protection is, provided. As the impact of these hazards is reduced,
other factors, botliwithin and outside the work environment, emerge as
important influences on the health of workers. The effects of occupa-
tiOnal exposures do not end at the close or the workday. ,Similarly, the
social, pSyChological, and physical influences of the non-work environ-
ment carry over into the work situation.

We have come to understand that the total environment affect's the
total nian.

Man's work 'environment will continue _10 change even, more
rapidly and radically than in the past. Man is creating for himself a new
environment, symbolized by the push button, the' electrie eye, the corn

and the space capsule. Problems oftemPerature,"noiSe, light, vibra-
tipn,. and boredom and psychological stress, loom large in-the occupa-
tional health challenge of the future. Serious qtlestions have been raised
as to the ability of the human organism to adapt itself to the rapid charges
of the present or even to survive in the man-made environment of the
future. The rise in psychosomatic'ills which has paralleled our industrial
growth suggests that we have already begun to feel some of the effects of
our changing environment.

Man's place of work is only one part of his environment. But because
this part lends itself to control, it offers opportunities not only to protect
the worker's health but also to improve it As our scientific knowledge
grows, the ,time

more
come when the man-made work environment may'

,:tually be more healthful than the natili&nvirOnnetit:rais,insihiliq.
opens up vast new areas for explor'ation in the field 'occupatioiikit
health.

THE AMERICAN LABOR MOVEMENT

The\American labor movement has a long history in the United States.
If the reader is interested in the movement, there is available a bicenten-



Mal publication from the Departnientof Lahor7which gives comprehen-
sive:coverage with illustrations or significant events and places

Before 1776; skilled craftsmen joined together to- provide to their
members and families'financittl assistance in the event of.illnesses, debt,
or death. Many specialized craftsmen formed Separtue associations, -such
as earpenterS, shoemakers, and printers. In addition to the welfare ac ;,/
tivitics, these unions freqUently sought: highsr wages, minimum rates,
shorter hOurs, enforced apprenticeship regulations, and exclusive -union"
hiring.(loter:,known,as the =elosed shop"). Sniall union groups wvere,grt
dually absorbed into -nationwide organization's of labor, and Were Sup- t --

ported by the "ducts" from the increasing number of locals. Benefit funds
-were also Collected to assist members or their tzimilies during strikes and
times of financial stress due to unemployment, injury; (death.

Today, alabor organization or union may be defined s a tree, volun-
tary association of Workers. agonized for.the common p ipose of attain-
ing the,tvorkers and anions' objectives through collective bargaining with
employers and with gove.rninent.,As la-notional economic grpup, the
emergence of the labor movement was met with opposition and setbackS..
Large corporatidns fought the ettorts to unionize-their remployees and the
employers disapproved of goyerninerre intervention.

In 1933, in an effort, io/,, business and reduce widespread
-unemployment, the Roosevelt administration obtained the passage of the
National Industrial Recc0ry_Act (NIRA). This law included, a provision.'
which guaranteed the right of employees to organize or joie onions of
their own choosing and to bargain collectively with their employers,
When the- N IRA was invalidated by thei,Supreme Oca rte shat provision.
was incorporated into the National tabor .Relations Act 0(1935 (NLRA;,..
frequently refe red to as the Wagner. Act). The Acr is administered by the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). One of,the major functions of

°the NLRB is t determine the proper collective bargaining. tgerky. It also ,

focuses mai y on the rights and duties of employer:..

As an amendment to the NLRA, the Taft -Hardy Act "Of'19-17 estab-.
fished a bOlince of mutual .agreements irfrthecondoet of labor relations
affecting .comMeree. The Wagner Act was the'most significant IabOr law
thus far enacted in the United States. It guaranteed employees the right.to
self-Organization;.ta form, join, or assist labor organizations; to bargain
collect ively,through grdup activities or throUgh other mutual aid or pro-

.
tection.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938., better.kti6Wn as the Wage and

*Morns. R. -13.. Ed. The American Worker Hligententiial History or the American
Worker). 1976. US. I)epartment 1A' Labor. US. tiovernme"nt Prinling Offiee,-Washington,



Hour Act, established minimum wage-coverage fof workers and has fre7,
ucntivb amended to raiSeminim um wages. Usual ly;supervisory pet'-

sonnet in industry, including nurses, are exemik frdm the requirernents of
the Wage and Hour Act. For example, a-supervisor representing manage
ment dots not necessarily receive overtime pay.

T hese arc highlights of Only some of the major labor laws of the cen-
tury. They are complex and have been amended many times..Nurises must

)know and understand the general objectives of unions for there may bey
more' than one local oranization within a plant, representing crafts,
trade, teamsters, and others. plus some professional group/

Nurses working in,..an industry where union contracts are in effect must
be aware ofunion policies, fringe benefits,. and also attitudes and customs
of union members; and must also he especially familiar with any contract
provision relating to the safety and health of the union member, if you
have for any reason acquired biases, prejudices. or negative feelings
about unionization, practice objectivity in every relationship with labor
and management groups.

'Working, relationships between labor and management are ongoing-,
dynamic, and challemging. Most occupational health nurses consider
hemselves as representatives of management, conforming to the policies
of the employer, but having grew re:3pect and regard for the wol=ker as a
member of organized labor. It h s frequently been stated that nurses in
industry remain -neutral- in all union controversies..

This hist ot ie.al summary has introduced yOu to the impact on American
indtistry o .he legal, technological,,, cultural, social, and economic
grow th of industrialization and the AmeriCan labor movement. But the
complexities still seem to grow; and change is cOnstant..

THE CORPORATE STRUCTURE

Today's buSiness organization is concerned, in a broad sense, with
forces and conditions that exist in its environment. TheSe forces are inter-
nal or external, direct and indirrct, interrelated and interdependent. The
environment affects each business organization differently because each
industry -has unique Characteristics and factors. The internal factor con-
sists of he industry.), need for technological efficiency. The external
forces consist of social. legal. economic, governMental, and scientific
forees. Programs foi the health and safety of all workers ,become an in-
tegral part i)f the system. These concepts are basic to management and
have been diagrammed seheniatically

The orgat;izatiorial structure ed the industry represents the divisions of
activities within a' firm. Two tables of organizations shown in the Appen-

,
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dix, indicate the chain of command and describe the vertical channels of
communication linking the managerial or executive body to the working
or operating staff level. The..tables of organizations demonstrate ver0',..-al
channels of management affecting an occupational health program
ilministrative setting. A' second concept in the tables shows the

:inferences between line and staff authority, using the straight line (man-
nementl .;ind the dotted line (staff).

Line activities in an organization are those that are directly concerned
'with meeting the company's product or service objectives. In a large
Manufacturing firm, the finance, production, and sales departments are
related to the main corporate functions, having direct delegations of
.authority. The solid black fines deriote the managerial line of a large in-
dustry employing thousands of workers. Staff activities are those carried
out by a group to provide service. The service may include informatien,
ad% ce and assistance, or selling the product or service. Staff activities
may require highly specialized groups. The occupational health program
traditionally functibris at a staff level, provides a service, advises line
manager-s, and in reality sells preventive health and safety services..

In a small industry (less than 500 employees) or medium-sized industry
(500 to 1200 employees) the organization appears less complieted.
There, the occupational health.service personnel report through the nurs-
ing service to the personnel manager or supervisor and utilize a staff
medical consultant or apart -time staff physician who relates to either
persor,nel'orto the plant manager.

You will hear\ the term "salaried worker." The term refers to the
employees who %%, k for a fixed salary and are usually nonunion mem-
bers although there-nay be exceptions. The term "hoUrly worker" is used
to'i nth.), workers who are paid On an hourly rate. These workers may or,
may not belong to a union group. Most occupational health nurses work
as sa are employees but may use part-time or retief nurses (for vaca-
tions nd sickness) who could be paid hourly rates. The salaried
employee is not necessarily a line employee, and likewise an K.tidy
worker may have managerial authority. The staff level employee might
also he on salary or hourly wages.

Principles of manaeement are as divey- 4 as American business. The
industry in which you work may have it n.,:ited version of systems of ad-
ministration, or you may work in a satellite unittof a coMplex corporation
structure. The medical director of the occupational safety and health pro.-,,
gram may be a vice president in charge of health affairs who delegates the
clinical services to plant,physicians and nurses.
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THE PLANT PROFILE
Z.

The "Plant Profile" is a systematic collection of specific data about the
plant; its products, and the workerKyihTs-erve. It will also help in assess,:
ing available community services to supplement those that do not,exist in
your plant. The profile can be especially useful as a data base to imple-
ment an occupational health and safety program or to expand health ser-
vices for better protection of th.\<:rker's health, safety, and welfare.

Specifically, the profile will help to:

identify groups_of work s at risk,
identify work -are, hay ng potential health and safety hazards,
identify problerns of ommunication,:
plan health and medical programs to meet the needs of feMale
workers, aging workers; or handicapped workers,:
plan for the specific medical surveillance and medical monitoring
required by OSHA.
plan and budget for the growth or expansion of the health unit,
adapt to changes-in the work force,
adapt to changes in plant processes.
perform epidemiological or research .studies,
establish community relationships, and
provie- prompt emergency care..

The plant profile-should include the following:

`1. The type of industry: The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
code" is intended to cover the entire field of economic activities:
agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; mining; construction; manufac-
turing; transportation; communications; electric, gas,and sanitary
services: wholesale and retail trade; finance, insurance, and real
estate; and government.

Each establishment is assigned an industry code based on its major:.
'activity determined by the goods produced, or the services ren-
dered. It is -important to understand the type of industry because
the total health, industrial hygiene, and safety program will all be
designed to protect the health- and safety- of workers in this
classificatUnt of industry.

2. The size of the plant: the number of employees by sex: number of
salaried employees (by sex); and the number of hourly employees/
(by sex).

'lluicou of the Budget, Executke Office of the President. Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion Manual, 1 hind Edition. 1972. U.S. Government Printing Office, liVashington.



3. Th.:: age distribution of employees (under 20, between 20 and 40,
bet.I.veen'40 and 60, and over 60).

4. The number of employees by shifts t:norning, afternoon, and eve-
ning).

5. A list of ethnic groups employ d,

6. A list of handicapped work;':::.

7. The proximity of plant to im.:arest community clinic or ho-spital in
miles and minutes.

8. A.list of product(s) or service(s).

9. A list of hazardous operations creating a potential exposure to
harmful agents..(ch physical, biologi

10. A list of hazardous"w\ork areas causing occupational injury or ill-
ness (foundry, rnactiinshcip, maintenance, supply, etc.).

1 I. A list of groups of employees exposed to hazards by occupations
(riggers, painters, tire - fighters, laboratory workers).

12. A list of sources of additional services (e\rnergency care, am-
bulance service, medical consultkion, and sPecial:referrals by
telephone number, address, and person to contaci).'

13._ A list of sources for community health and welfare referrals and
assistance (telephone number, address, person to contact, service
provided :..tnd clinic hours).

.4
. ,

SUGGESTED READINGS

'i)rucker, P. F. The Practice of Management.-1954-1-larper and Row,
New 'York.

Gaming, J. M., and W. L. Ganong. Nursing Management. 1976. Aspen
Systems Corp., Maryland.

Kazmier, L. J. Principles of Management: A Program for Self- Instruc-
tion. 1969. McGraw-11;i'; New York.
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CHAPTER IV

HEAL? H AND SAFETY LEGISLATION
11: INDUSTRIAL WORKERS

!. ,.ant for the new nurse to be aware of labor legislation and par-
::f occupational safety and health legislation; its incePtion, ex-
enforcement powers, preivisions, changes, and amendments.

in 1700, Bernardino Ramazzini, an Italian physician, published his
classic treatise, "De Morhis Artifietim: Diatriba," the first systematic
study of trade diseases. Dr. Ramazzini is acclaimed as the "Father of Oc-
cupational Medicine" and his ramous diagnostic question, "What occupa-
tion does he follow?" is a famil;ar quote today. 'Although his work 1.
tluenced the course of worker health and safety protection and increased
interest in the worker's environment, legislation was sibw to -follow:

Legislation and regulation must be based on knowledge; and several
classic studies, performed by American' scientists, have influenced legis-
lation. Dr-7 Alice Hamilton, a pioneer in occupational medicine,
published a report on industrial lead poisoning which eventually .led to
state legislation in the area and subsequently to improved working condi-
tions.

The disastrous Triangle Waist Factory Fire of 1911 in New York'
caused the death of 145 workers, mostly. young Women, ank., dramatically
brought the hazardous situationof the nezdle trades to public attention.
Also, tuberculosis was so prevalent among garment workers that it was
recognized as being occupationally related. These historical events are
just a few.examples of tragedies which led to some form of legislation to
protect the worker,

The following ,excerpts.brielly describe current laws which empioyers
must implement into their own establiShments' policies. Emphasis is

'placed on the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 because of its
enormous impact on the work environment.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

Social considerations and organized union efforts to protect and con-
serve the morker's health eventually resulted in the first state workmen's
compensation act in 1910. In 191 I: 10 states enacted such ItiNA'S followed
by 11 more in 1912 1913. Organized industrial health services
developed chiefly after 1910 as a consequence oft he winkmen'; conpen-.sation movement.
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T a :%:s have workmen's compensation laws. In 1970, the Oc-
...,atety and Health Act established a National Commission on

State -WorkMen's Compensation Laws to 'make a comprehensive study
and evaluation of all work hms and report`its findings to the President
and Congress. This report revealed many discrepancieS in state laws.
Currently, there is `a movement to standardize payments and coverage
and to broaden rehabilitation programs and hcnefits for injured and ill
Workers. 'a

All states now permit compensation for all or specified occupations:
diseases, as well as- accidental injuries. Some state compensation laws, by
means of second injUry funds. permit awards to worlers who, having a
known chronic illness, have proven that the condition was worsened by
aggravation or stress from the job. '

Second Injury Funds have been established under most laws to meet
the problem of the handicapped employee who loses a limb or eye, or
whose second injury rksults in permanent, total disability: The original
purpose was to avoid di.A:rimination in the employment of such handicap-
ped workers. Under second injury fund statutes, which have been adopted
in almost all states. the employer is ultimately liable only for the amount
of disability attributable to the partic,.:lar injury occurring in his employ-
ment, while the fuhd pays the difference between:that amount and the
total amount to 9(lich the employee is entitled for the combined effects of
his prior and piesent injury. Most laws only apply to second injuries in-
volving the loss or use of some member of ?the body, but the trend is
toward covering injury or disease that results in permanent total dis-
ability.

Y'ov .4c.i= want to learn about your state's workmen's compensation
laws ani.1 their provisions, such as occupational disease coverage, benefits
during rehabilitioion, medical benefits for accidentarinjUries, selection
of a physi,:,.Ari, lirotf, for filing claims, waiting periods, and iilso death

of the law seem coMplicated, bear in mind that
your programs may have been in effect for a loon
time .,Ind field ;:,;'e available for consultation: The insurance,
comp2,1v. 7vorkmen's, compensation claims frequently
employ. heallh nurse consultant, and an industrial hy
gienist. to rit.,:iSt" on program phoning and controls and complex wofk-
'related problems. The insuranc.W.insuitant is a reliable lime of infor-
mation to you and your employer.

I HE SOCIAL SECURITY it%,CT

in 1935, the Social Security Act (SSA) was passed and has since been
amended many times In 1965, the Medicare and Medicaid provisions
were added. This act' provided certah old-age benefits through in-



surance, int.la:ding (since 1965) ,.,:oined compulsory and
voluntary health benefit for those 65 olu or over, i.e., Medicare. In
addition, it provides for grant's to estates including: old-age -assistance.
such as medical benefits to the needy aged (Title I of the SSA Act); aid
for families with dependent children; aid for the blind; aid for the perms-.,
nently and totally disabled; care for the aged blind and disabled; and,
since 1965. medical assistance for needy or medically needy families-(Ti-:
tle 19 Of the SSA Act).

The Professional Standards Review Organization (PSRO) is covered in
another amendment to the Social Security Act. This program was estab-
lished as an ethical audit to review the hospital stay of patients receiving
services under Medicare /Medicaid. The PSRO has the authority to ques-
tion the need for hospitalization and may cause denial of
Medicare/Medicaid payments.

Although the PSRO is still in a conceptual stage and does not yet affect
medic:41 departments' in an industry, the trend for accreditation of all
health delivery systems is fast moving and occupational medical services
may be swept into the movement.

THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE
ORGANIZATION ACT

The Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) Act of 1973 provides
official governMent sanction for prepaid group medical practice models
that Meet certain requirenients. There are two major organizational
models included under the HMO. The first, Prepaid Group Practice, is
based on a multi-specialty medical group; while thsecond model, the In-
dividual Practice Association, is based upon a modVication of the tradk-
tional solo, fee-for-service mode of practice.

The HMO is a direct service health plan which includes responsibility
ler organizing and delivering comprehensiVe health care services o its
constituents. Some-of-the HMO Act's many provisions and stipulations
have since been amended (1.973) in coverage and on qualifications. Of oc-
cupatibnal health interest is the provision in the HMO Act requires

employers. to include as an option in the dairy's Health
Tn. ki.gs Plan the cbo'cc of a federally' qualified thoSe areas

ss,ilere the employees reside. The HMO Act is very specific in thesere-
'rements. Continuing checking for changes in these provisions is essen-

so that you are aware of deveibpnyenis in the field.

THF, relyAL MINv HEALTI-1
AND SAFETY ACT

The Federal. Co ;,-;.! 14;ne FleakLand.Safety Act -of -1,969 directed thc
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Department of Health, Education, and We lfare(DH EW) to (1) conduct
research to establish coal mine health standards, and assure the
availability Of medical examinations for active underground coal miners,
through the National Institute. for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) and to (2) provide Black Lung Benefit pa-tnents through the
Social Security Achninistration. These provisions, generally, were re-,
tained in the supers.,,ling Federal Mine Safety and Health Amendments
Act of 1977...

THE OCCUPAAONAL SAFETY
AND HEALTH ACT

The Occupational Safety and Health.Act of 1970, Public Law 91-596,
was passed by CongreSs, -1i) assure safe and healthful working conditions
for working men and woman; by authorizing imforcement of the stan-
dards developed- under the Act; by assisting and encouraging the States in
their efforts to - assure safe a a: .J(1,'.1thful working conditiorse.;by providing
for research,.'- ..- r:::.: -- :,t :cation, and training in the field of occupa-
tional safety and health: and for other purposes."

1 his Act seeks to provide American workers with protection against
personai injury and illness, resulting from hazardous working conditions.
1.1 nder its..errds, the Federal Government is authorized to develop and set
in.,9datory oi.::eupatiOnal safety and health standards applicable to any
business involved in interstate commerce. The responsibility for pro-
mulgating and enforcing occupational safety and health standards rests
with the Department of Labor.

The Dep:irtincnt of Health. Education, and Welfare (DHEW) is
responsible :r conducting research on which new standards can be
tv.:ed. and for ticathig and training personnel to qualify them to carry'
()ut'the purposes of the Act. DHEW's responsibilities are carried out by

Natic,nal institute for Occupational Safety and Health ( NIOSH).

A 12-member Notional Advisory Committee on Occupational Safety
and 'Health was also created by the Act to advise, consult, and make
recommendationsjo both the Secretaries of Labor and of Health, Educa-
tion, and. V.1.-:! .re. This Committee' is composed of representatives of
management, labor, occupational safety and health professions, and the
public. There is also a Presidentially appointed Occupational Safety and
Health Review Commis-,inn which hear's contested cases arising from en-
forcement of the Act. Appeal from the Review Cordmission decision is to
a. U.S. Court of .Appeals.

Highlights of OSHA Authority Under the Act

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has the
responsibility:.
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Topromulgat modify, and iriprove mandatory occupational safety
and .health.stiiiidards.

e To eau, r. regulations and standards promulgated under the
with authority to enter factories and other workplace areas to con-
duct inspections and investigations of Working conditions, equip-.
ment and in terials, and to issue citations and impOse penalties.

0 require employers to maintain accurate records and reports eon=
cerning work-related injury, illness and death, employee exposure to
potentially toxic substances, or other appropriate records, iRE-"

cooperation with DHEW.

O To develop- and maintain a system of -collecting, compiling, and
analyzing occupational safety and health statistics, in consultation
with DREW.

e To establish and supervise programs for the education and training
of plant personnel iri the recognition. avoidance, and prevention of
unsafe or unhcilthful working conditions covered by the Act, in con-
sultation with DHEW..

o To make grants to assist States in identifying their needs, for
developing state plans, and to enforce the administration of the
Federal occupational safety'and health standards or equivalent State
standards.

KIOSH haSlthe respurNibility:

* To develop criteria for recommending national occupational safety
and health standards.

To collect 'id analyze rtFords and statistics lor the development of
new or imi..-caved Mandatory occupational safety and health stan-.
dards.

* 'To conduct (directly or by grants or contracts) occupational safety
and health research or d,mionstrations including studies of
behav lora! and Motivational' factors.

To develop criteria for. handling toxic materials and hart/Ifni physi-
cal agents. and for recommending safe exposure levels for workers
for various periods of time.

O To deterMine toxicity of substances normally found in places of
employment at the request-of employer or employee groups.

To publish an annual listing of all known toxic substance; and their
concentrations for toxicity.

e To conduct educational- and training programs for qualifying per-.
sonnel to tarry out the purpo.,es of tine Act, and informational pro-

,
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grams on the importance and proper-use-of-adequate safety and
health equipment.

Current OSHA safety and health standards (29 (±FR 19f0) for general
industry are publiShed by the Occupational Safety and Health A& inis-
tration. The most recent publication, OSHA 2206, was revised January:
1976 and should he available to every nurse -in industry.

Nursing responsibilities under the Act

With regard to the Act, you, the plant.nurse, must specifically have:

full knowledge of PL 91.-596. the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970;

full knowledge of the occupational health and safety standards con-
tained in Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1910, as
they apply zo the industry you Serve;'and

full knowledge of other OSHA regulations published in the Federal
Register, such as the Record Kceping:Requirements under the Act
(29 CFR 19041 and the Hazard Evaluation Regulations (42 CFR
85). (See the Aop,..ndix.)

c full knowledge 01 the status of the OSHA plan tor the to in which
)ou work (i.e.. an OSHA State Plan, or an OSHA Federal Order).

. This information will assist you'to function more effectively with rela-
tion to:

® employer responsibilities,
employee responsibilities,
basic compliance requirements,
worker rights, benefits, and resources,
handling medical information in a prudent manner,
responsibility to provide or arrange for prompt and/or accessible
medical attention fue iliness and, injUry at work,
respo::-isibility for deterrniinof; the t-raining needs of auxiliary person-
nel in first-aid practices,

O the need to keep informed of changes hi the law, and
determining what additional technical procedures must be learned.

THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

In 19,7, the Freedom of lufoiniation Act was enacted to provide the
public with the right to have access to government records upon equest.
A .1974 Amend2fient to the Act requires that information in government
files must be,dlisclOsed upon 'request Several cv.emptions_to disclosure
under the Act include such items as Federal personnel records, trai2....
secrets, and information available to the public under specific laws.



THE PRIVACY A.CT__

The Privacy Act of I -7ssures that personally identifiable informa-
tion about individuals collected by Federal, agencies is limited to that
which is legally authorized, necessary; and maintained with.,ut intrusion
upon individuals' privacy-, fhe Privacy Act places the responsibility for

-ci-mpliance with its provisions upon the Federal agencies. Information
collected ,u% an individual by an agency. including education, financial
transactions, medical history, and criminal or employment histOry (i.e.,
any information that contains personal identifiers), shall be maintained
to protect the individual's security or integrity. ..

THE TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT

Among other purposes. the Toxic Substance ,C.ortii6t ;64...:f of '197'6 (PL
94-469) was enact,,,,: !-4t,.late commerce and it.troteet human health 'and
the (tovironinent Ly requift tesiing and restriction of the use Of certain
chemical ,!.Ibst,mces

Enticed the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Toxic
Substances C6r.trol Act -xas enacted upon the findings of Cont' s that':

"human beings and the environment are being exposed each year to a
large number of chemical substances. and mixtures;

o. "among the ni,:ny chemical substances and mixtures which are con-
stantly being developed and .produced, there., are some whose
manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use. or disposal
may present an unreas(..Mable risk of injury to health or the environ-
ment: and

"the effective regulation of interstate commerce in such chemical
substances and mixtures also necessitates the regulation of intrastate
commerce in such chemical substanc'es and mixtures.

"It is the policy of the United-States that:

o "adequate data should be daeloped witil respect to the effect of
cheniical tances and mixtures on health and the environment
and that .the oevtelopment Of such data should be the responsibility of
nw,riulacturers and who 'process such chemical substances and

-mixtures;

c "adequate authority should exist to regulate chemical substances and
,,,thich present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or

the _J., --ut, and to take action with respect .to chemical sub-
stance . ,ixtures which are imminent hazards-; and
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It.ii hoped this brief Stintmary of the histbry and growth of major, legis-
lation affecting the health and 5zifetyof working men and
help the OCCtiatiamilhcalth new in the role,of.''..plant7 nurse--
develop re:--,peet, admiration, ztod i deep fee:iing of &impassion for the
population served.
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APPENDIX A

--SOURCES FOR HEALTH AND
SAFETY EDUCATION

The following national health and 'safety 43rganizations.,provide a_

variety of services and ,ffialerials useful, for health'and safety education.
The arable numerals and the asterisks'coriespond to.a key for the:tyyes of
services offered, a list of which appear's at the bo.ttom of each phe:

Alcohol, Drug ,Abuse, and :dental
Health Administration

National Institute on Alcohol, Abuse
and Alcoholism

',United States Depailment
education, and Welfare

Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852
1, 2, 3, 9*

of Health,

-:

Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O.-Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9*

American Burn ASSociation
Broier Chester Medical Center
15th Street,and Upland Avenue
Upland Chester, Pennsylvania 19013
1, 2; 3, 4, 5

4

American CafiCer Society
777 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10017
1, 2, 3,.4, 5, 6s 8*.

Ainelican CoutCil on Alcohol
Problems '-

119 Constitution Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
1, 2*'

American Dental Association
211 E.: Ch Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Bureau of Dental Health Education
1, 2, 3, 4*'

`American Dietetic Association
430 N: Michigan Avenue
10th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60611
1, 2, 3, 4

Key

I. Information via individual correspondence.

2. Pamphlets: other literati/re for distribution.

J. Posters: teaching aids,

4. Films and slides.

S. Guest speakers.

6. Screening programs at your business iiii-plant).

7. Screening by referral 'to local agency.

8. Continuing education for health professionals and allied
health workers.

9. Other services available.

Contact local chapter.

Referrals to other agencies. information reference:, or
consultation..

". Clearinghouse on health education materials.
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American Diabetes Association, lne.
600 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020
1, 2-, 3, 5, b. 7; g, 9

American Heatt Association
3200reenville Avenue

as, TeXas 75231
1, 2, 3,:4, 5, r

American Lung Associatibn
:1740 Broadway
Nc!.w York, New York 10019
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8*

American National Red'Cross
17th and D Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
1, 3

American Physical Fitness R
Institute

824 Moraga Drive
Bel Air, California 90049
1, 2, 3, 5

Arthritis Foundation
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New york, New York 10011
1, 2,'3, 4

Hay Fever Prevention Society,- Inc.
2300 Sedgwiek (2-G)
Bronx, New York 10468
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, g ,

InternationUl Commission for PreVen-
tion of,Alcoholism

6830 Laurel Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20012
1, 2, 3, 4, 6

International Society for Burn Injuries
4200 E. Ninth. Avenue C-309
Denver, Colorado 80262

Mental Health :Association
1800 North Kent Street
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209
1, 2, 4

esearch Mental Health Media Centric
4907 Cordell Aven0e
Bethesda, Marland0014
4

Cancer Information Service
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20009
1,2

National Center for Health Education
44 Montgomery Street
Suite 2564
San Francisco, California-94104
1, 9*

National Environmental Health Asso-
,

ciation .

1200 Lincoln, ante 704
Denver, Colorado 80203

Key

1. Information via individual correspondence.

2. other literature for distribution

3. osiers: teaching aids.

ilttis and slides.

S. Guest speakers.

6. Screening programs at your business (in- plant

7. Screening by referral.to local agency:

8. Continuing education for health PrigessiOnals and allied
health workers.

9.' Other services available.

'Contact local chapter. -

Referrals to other agencies. inlormatton references. or
consultation.

:" Clearinghouse on health education materials.



National Foundation for
Genetic Diseases

608 Fifth Avenue
Room 702 - -
New York, NeKv York 10020
212-541-6340
12 2, 4, 5, 8

Jewish National Technical Information
Service

United States Department of
Commerce

5285 Part Royal Road
sSpringfield; Virginia 22161

1, 9**t:,-

National Foundation for. March cf
Dimes

1275 Marmaroneck Avenue
White Plains, New York 10605
I, 2, 3, 4, 7*

...National Institute on Drug Abuse
Public Health Service
United States Department,of Health,

Education, and Welfare
-Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
kcickville, Maryland 20852
1, 2, 3, 9**

Nutrition Today Society
101 Ridgely Avenue

'Annapolis, Maryland 21404
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

President's Committee on Employment
of,the Handicapped

1111 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210
1, 2, 3, 4, 5**

.

National Safety Council
425, North:M ichigan Avenbe
Chicago, Illinois 606:1
1, 2, 3,4, 7*

National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness

79 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
1, 2, 3, 4, 7.9*

Key

information Via individual coriespondence.

I. Pamphlet.; other literature for distribution.

Posters; teaching aids.

4. `:'ms and doles.

5. _uest speakers.

-6. Screening programs at your business tintplantl.

7. Screening by refeiral to local agency.

H. Continuing education for health professionals and allied
health workers.

9.. Other services available.

Contact local chapter.

Refert ids to other agencies, information references, or

consultation.

Cl.caringhouse on health education materials.



APPENDIX B

S. SOURCES\FOltsCATH4TION AND

The following organ' tions having special interest in oecupational
safety and health may be of istance to nurses who wistfto improve and
extend occupational health ser ices. Most of the organizations provide a
list of publications upon request and att publish jouynals,or newsletters.

American Association of Occupational Health Kurses (AAOHN)
575 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York L0022'

Journal:
Occupational Health Nursing
Chas. B. Slack; Inc.
6900 Grove
Thorofare, New Jersey 08086

'American Board for Occupational Health Nurges, Inc. (ABOHN)
P.O. Box 638
Thousand Palms, California 92276
A.H. MayrOse Snyder, Executive Secretary'

Application Kit for Certification

American confeience of Governniental Industrial Hygienists (ACCitH)
1014 Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Newsletter, guides.

American Industrial Hygiene Assr,ciation (AIH
25711 Southfield Road
Southfield, Michigan 48075

Journal:
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal

. .66 S. Miller Road
Akron, Ohio 44313
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American Medical. Association (AMA)'
i Department of Environthental, Public, and Occupatidnal Health
1 535 N. Dearborn Street;

Chicago, Illinois 60610

Journal:
\ Journal of th'e Arrierican Medical Association

Archives of Environmental Health
535 N. Dearborn'Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

Arbeacan Nurses' Asiociation
2420 Pershing Road
t

Kansas City, MissOuri 64108

(ANA)

).

Journal:
.c.1 American Journal of Nursing

The American Journal of Nursing_Comp.any
10 Columbus Circle

New York, New York' 10010I.
American Occupational Medical Association (AOMA)
/150 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Journal:
JoUrnal of Occupational Medicine
P O. Box 247

owners Grove, Illinois 60515

merican Public Health Association (APHA)
I 15 Eight.,entrStreet, N.W.
Was iThYlitica, DC. 20036

-Journal:
American 1014,41,41 pf Public. Heald
1015 Eighteenth Street,:N.W.
Wa,shington, D.C. 2003C,

American Society for Safety Engineers
850 Busse Highway

.Park P dge, Illinois; 6008

:1 i)(:`
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Energy Research and DeN;elopment Administration
20 Massachusetts Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20545

.IndustriA Health.Foundaiion
:-.5231 Centre Avenue]

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-15232

Natiout Council for Radiation Protection (NCRP)
7910 Woodmont Ave.
Bethesda, Macyland 21239

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
60 Batterymarch Street
Boston, Masachusetts 02110 ,

Lists of Publications, films, posters

.

Society for Ocaupational and Environniental Health (SO.EH)
1714 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington, D.0 "20036

U.S. Department' ofl-lealth, Education, and Welfare
Public. Health Servriee
Parklawn.Builcling
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 2'052

'U.S.
Department of Heakth, Educaticit,

Center -for: Disease COntrol-
1600 Clifton Woad,
Atlanta, Georgia 3033 3k

..U.S. DeOartment of liealth,; Edneat* and Welfare
National Institute fa Oecupation="1:Safety and Hea.;:lt (NIOSH)
PariclaWn Building'
5600 Fishers Lane
RockVille,.Maryland



U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
National. Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIQSH)
Office of Technical Publications, Cincinnati facility
,Robert A. Taft Laboratciries
.4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45226

List of Publications

U.S, Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
200 Constitution Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210 ,

List of Publications, OSHA Standards

a

U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

NIOSH Regionalpffices ;See Map in Appendix

Technical Assistance, Consultation

OSHA Regional Offices See Map in Appendix

Provide OSHA record /at:ins



APPENDIX C

A. STATEMENT FOR CERTIFICATION
FOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

NURSES*

The American -Board for OCcupational Health Nurses and The Ameri-
can Nurses' Association have each developed certification programs.
Both program's are designed to promote the high quality of nursing prac -,
tire.

The success of a certification program in occupational health nursing is
entirely dependent, upon. the. coordinated efforts of the three major nurs-
ing organizations Involved, the American Association'of Industrial
Nurses, the American Board for OcCupational Health Nurses, and the
American Nurses' Assbciation. To this end, AAIN, ABOHN, and ANA
do endorse and,support both programs.

The ANA certification program in community health nursing incorpo--.
rates all areas of community health, including occupational health.
Through the ANA program,, the nurse-is certified as ft generalist inCom-

, munity health nursing. The ABOHN certification program is designed
g'pecifically for nurses in occupational health.

The three organizations believe that mutual support of both certifica-
tion programs will avoid .duplication of efforts, unite nursing, and im-
prove health care.

.
For additional information,, write to the Amgrican Board for Occupa-

tional Health Nurses, Inc. (P.O. Box 638, Thousand Palms, California
92276); or write tO the Certification Unit, American Nurses' Association,
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas-City, Missouri 64108.

The American Association of Industrial Nurses, Inc., founded in 1942
and renamed the Atnerican Association of Occupational Health Nurses.
(AAOHN, 1974), is the' professional organization of registered nurses
represented in the specialty fiel&of occupational health nursing. The pur-
poses of the association are:

-0 to maintain the honor and character of the nursing profession.

This is the statement tleveloped by the American Association of Industrial Nurses.. the
American Board for Occupational Health Nurses. and the American Nurses' Association
in 1975. Publiezition Code: CR-I2 10/M 1'1/75. Permission was granted for its use.
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to ;improve community health by improving nursing service to
etnployees.

® to develop and promote standards for occupational 'health nurses and
occupational health nursing.

,io stimulate interest in and prdvide.a forum for the,discussion of prob-
.,leg's in:the specialty of occupational health.

of to stimulate occupational health nurse participation in all nursing-ac-
tivities, focal, state, and national.

Tlie American Board for Occupational Health 'Nurses, Incorporated
wal formed upon-the ejecommendation of a joint committee composed of
representative's from the Association of Industrial Nurses, In-
corporated, the American eAcadetily,of Occupational Medicine, the In-
dustrial Medical Association, the'American Industrial Hygiene Associ
ation, and the Advisory Councils for the'Arnericari AssOciation of In
dustrial Nurses, Incorporated. The Board's purpokis to iinplement and
conduct the program of certification of,qualified Occupational health
nurses. The first examination was conducted in April, 1974.

The American Nurses' Association is the professional organization for
reFistered professional nurses. The Division on Community Health Nurs-
ing Practice is one of five divisions on practiceof the- issociation. The
division is concerned with all areas of community health nursing,Includ-.
ing occupational -health. One function of the Divis on'Is to, plan and im-
plement a certification program for the recognit on of excellence for
nurses in community health nursing practice. Th first examination in
community health nursing was given in May, 197



APPENDIX D

SAMPLE FORMS AND TABLES
SAMPLE 1. SAMPLE MEDICAL HISIORY
FORM FOR FEMALE EMPLOYEES -,

COMPANY XYZ

Name Department Date

Please complete the following:

1.1 have been pregnant _times. io
2.1 have had _normal pregnancies.
3.1 have had _____miscarriages.
4.1 have had _living babies.
5.1 have had _'_.babies born dead.
6.1 have had___Abn'o,rmal babies. - ,
7.1 have ___:._living children at'present...
8.Did you receive treatment in order to become pregn nt?
9. Did you receive treatntent in order to prevent miscar

10.0id you have a pap smeaf-or a pelvic internal exam in
' taken in the past year?

.

\

Fill in blank spaCes and cross out words that do not apply

1.1 had my fir4.menstrual'Period at .__years of age....
2.My menstrual periods occiir. every '_____!... to days.
3. My menstrual periods jast L.L. to _L'___ days. a
4.1 had my last Menstrual' peri d __2__ days;weeks, month , years ago.: '
5.DO.you think you are going t rough menopause? 1o_Yes_.Yes__ In doubt_;.

06.1-lave you received treatmeh for menopause? No__Yes___ In doubt_ -I
7:1-las a close relative had bre. st cancer? No_ YeS__ In doubt_ ,
8:Dp yOu examine your breasts each month to detect lumps? -1'No___LYes___
9.Do you have your breasts etiamined regularly by a physicia ? No___._Yes.:::

10.'Have you had.a lump in ei er or both of your breasis? No_ Yes._
I I .Have you had an operatioi on your female organs? . No_Yes2_

. If yes. what was the opeiratiori for9
( "

iages?
tion

(CheckOne)
No_ Yes__ In doubt_
No_Yes___ In doubt_

NoYes__ In doubt_

What year was this done? \. I

1 \ , \
In the following space give any information that you feel may)be helpful, but was not/covered in the preceding _questions. .

I \
1
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SAMPLE 2, SAMPLE OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY FORM CIONT.

4
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7
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Rat 1111114.
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'SAMPLE 3w SAMPLE FLOOR ..PLAN FOR
A SMALL HEALTH SERVICES H
DEPARTMENT

HEALTH SliVICES DEPARTMENT,

PLAN FOR 250-500 EMPLOYEES '420 SQ. FT.

Jf
10'6"

LAVATORY.
& TOILET

1'

cc0

3

TREATMENT ,ROOM

10'-0"

BED
3'

EXAMINATION TABLE
3'-0" x 6'-0"

TABLE
18" x4"412

AUDIO BOOTH
4'13" x

...>"/- "NURSES OFFICE

10'.6"

REPRODUCED ED WITH PERMISSION OF EMPLOYERS -INSURANCE OF WAUSSAU.

WAIZSAU, WISCONSIN.



SAMPLE '3b SAMPLE FLOOR PLAN FOR
A MEDIUM-SIZED HEALTH SERVICES
DEPARTMENT

HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT
PLAN FOR 500.1300 EMPLOYEES-600 SQ. FT.

LAVATORY
& TOILET

TREATMENT ROOM

AUDIO BOOTH

EXAMINATION ROOM

EXAMINATION TABLE

WAITING ROOM

Q
itirrooticuo WITH FERMISM ON OF
INAUSSAU. WISCONSIN.

NURSES OFFICE

14

EMPLOYERS INSURANCE Of WAUSSAU.

103



SAMPLE 3c SAMPLE FLOOR 1PLAN FOR
A LARGE HEALTH SERVICES °

DEPARiTMENT

HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT
.PLAN FOR1,000-1,290 EMPLOYEES -925 SO. FT.

25" G"

15' 0-

lJ L AVAT OR t
TOILE T 0

BED 3' 0- < 7' 0"

STAND

TREATMENT ROOM

ST AND

REST ROOM

STAND

.BED

3' 0- x"7:13

z

74-

AUDIO BOOTX

TABLE

E XAMINATION ROOM

REST ROOM

WAITING ROOM

z
0
a.

las
CC

Cr"R 7' 0"

STAND

NURSES OF.F ICE

16,0-

REPROOMED WITH PERMISSION OF EMPLOYERS INSURANCE OF WAUSSAU,

WAUSSAU, WISCONSIN.

104 112



TABLE TABLE OF ORGANIZATION.
FOR A .MEDIUM -SIZED INDUSTRY

(One-Nurse Unit)

MANAGER

SUPERVISOR OF

PERSONNil.

I

NURSING

SERVICE

SUPERVISOR

'YAP

CONSULTING



TABLE B TABLE. OF .ORGANIZATION
FORA LARGE INDUSTRY:

VICE V:51DENI

1
FINANCE

/ICE PRESIDENT1
SOS

(Multiple. igurse Units) °

S!Ut NT

uti PRESIDENT

PRODUCTION

I

1,44AGEk;

rA,:(ORY

CHIEF

_ROMEO.
cDNINOL

NURSE DPW

106

NORSE OMIT

1

I C.--
CHIEF

CHIEF
1 liFDICAL DEPT

",114(E11ANCE I-, HADHSIRIAL !MIDI

VICE RESIDENT

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

,

MANAGER

- PERSONNEL

PLANT NISICIAN

lAhORATORF

VRAY

_________
VICE PRESIDENT

RESEARCH AND

,:lva.OPMiNI

CHIEF

SAFETY DEFT

SUPERVISOR

NURSES

SEER/TOY

AND

RECORDS CLERK

. CHIEF PitNT

SECURITY
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APPENDIX F

NIOSH, REGIONAL OFFICES

The following pages, list NIOSH and OSHA, regional officeswhich -can provide information on the OCCUPATIONALSAFETY AND HEALTH ACT including questions on standards
interpretations,- voluritary compliance information, copies ofthe OSHA Standards, OSHA Act, ,Employee Rights. PostingNotice, and publications.

NIOSH REGIONAL OFFICES

DHEW, Region I
Government Center
(JFK Fed. Bldg.)
Boston, MaSsachusetts 02203

Tel: 617/223-6668/9

Region II
26 Federal Plaza ,

New York, New York 10007
Tel.:.212/264-.2485/8

DHEW, Region III
3525 Market Street,
P.O. Box 13716
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

: 4 Tel.; 215/596-671.6

OHEW, ,Region IV
50 Sethth Street, N.E.

c Atlanta, -Georgia 30323

DHEW, Region X
____:____1321__Second Avenue

(Arcade (skid)
:Seattle, Vashington 08101

, Tel.: 206/442-05SO'

i09

DHEW, Region VI
1200 Main Tower Building
Room 1700-A -
Dallas, Texas 75245

Tel.: 214/655-3081

DHEW, Region VII
601 East 12th Street
Kansas.City, Missouri 64108

Tel.: 816/3745332
DHEW, Region. VIII,
19th a Stout ,Streets
9017. Federal,

-Denver, Colorado 80202
Tel 303/837-3979

DHEW, Region IX
50 Fulton Street (223 FOB)
San Francrsco, California 94102

Tel 415/55&37A1

300 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Tel.: 312/888-3881



OSHA REGIONAL OFFICES

NOTE: For an office cloSe to you check your telephone directory under
United States Government or dial 800-555-1212 and ask for the
toll-free number of the' OSHA office nearest you.

'Region I
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
JFK Building, Room 1804
Boston, Massachusetts 02203 Telephone: 617.4 223-671213

1
.,

Region II , I $

U.S. Department of Labor
. I

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
1515 Broadway (1 Astor Plaza), Room 3445 -.

New York; New York 10036 Telephone: 212/971-5941/2
, 1

Regidn III .
U.S Department of Labqr
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

_15220 Gateway Center, 3535 Market Street
Philddelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 Telephone: 215/596-1201

Region W
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
1375 Peachtree Street, N.E., Suite 587
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 ' Telephone: 404/526-3573/4 or 2281/2

Region V
US. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration'
240 S. Dearborn, 32nd Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60604 Telephone: 312/353-4716/7

Region VI
U.S. Department of.Labor,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
555 Griffin Square Building, Room 602
Dallas, Texas 75202 Telephone: 214/749-2477/8/9 or 2667

Region VD-
US. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Federal Building, Room 3000, 911 ,Walnut Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 z Telephone: 816/374-5861

Region VIII
U.S. Departmentpf Labor. _

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Federal Building, Room 15010, 1961' Stout Street
Denver, Colorado.80202 Telephone:

Region IX
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
9470 Federal Building, 460 Golden Gate:Avenue
Post Office Box 36017
San Francisco, California 94102 Telephone: 415/

Region X
U.S. Department of Labor'
Occupational_Safety and Health AdministratIon
6048 Federal Office Building
909 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98174

303/837-3883

U.S. GOVERNMENTPFUNTiNG OFFICE: 1978-757434/1732


